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Abstract
Social network sites have experienced an explosion in both the number of users and the
amount of user-contributed content in recent years. Today, millions of people visit
Facebook, Twitter and the like to keep up with friends, to engage in random chatter, and
to share and consume photos, news, useful tips and fun stories.
Many active users of social network sites are, however, constantly troubled by
information overload – there are too many other people to interact with and too much
content to read. As a result, the difficulty in finding the right people and content to focus
on has been identified as a key challenge for social network sites.
In this thesis we seek to meet the challenge by designing three personalized recommender
systems. The first system is a people recommender, which helps users find potential
friends to connect with on social network sites; the second system is an information
recommender, which helps users find interesting pieces of information from their online
social network; the third system is a conversation recommender, which helps users find
interesting conversations happening around their online social network.
In designing the recommender systems, we adapt algorithms from related domains and
create new algorithms. We refine these algorithms through offline data analysis. We then
design and improve user interfaces of the recommender systems through participatory
design. With the full recommender systems designed and implemented, we deploy these
systems to real users of social network sites, and evaluate a variety of recommender
algorithms online through user studies. Through these user studies we not only provide
qualitative and quantitative comparisons of recommender algorithms, but also provide
broader insights for designing recommender systems on social network sites.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
In recent years we have observed an explosion in the use of online social network sites.
As one example, Facebook, created in year 2004, claims more than 500 million active
users as of November 2010, 50% of which log on to Facebook in any given day. The site
has been ranked after Google.com as the second most popular website in the world in
terms of Internet traffic by alexa.com. Similarly, the microblogging site Twitter,
publicized in year 2006, attracts over 23 million unique visitors per month, and these
visitors are disseminating between 400,000 and 1,400,000 messages per hour. Numerous
other social network sites are flourishing as well, such as MySpace, LinkedIn, and
Google Buzz. Together these social network sites have allowed millions of people to not
only keep up with friends’ everyday lives and engage in random chatter online, but also
consume photos, news, useful tips and fun stories.
This astonishing proliferation of social network site activity, which would have seemed
unthinkable back in the ancient days of the early 2000s, seems to be driven by two
simultaneous developments: (1) the Internet has reached critical mass in the developed
world, to the point that most real-world relationships can be supported in the online
world; and (2) the creation of the dynamic web UI since the Web 2.0 boom, which makes
real-time online interactions possible in web applications. The net result is social
ubiquity: if you are not sending and receiving messages, photos and links on one of those
sites, you are “outside the loop” among your friends.
An important emerging trend in social network sites is real-time message streams. Also
commonly referred to as microblogs or social streams, these message streams operate by
letting users broadcast short text messages to their online social network in near realtime. Twitter is perhaps the first major social network site whose success can be directly
attributed to message streams; other service providers have since quickly followed the
trend. Today, message streams have been integrated into a wide range of social network
sites, such as Facebook, LinkedIn, and Google Buzz.
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These real-time message streams have greatly expanded the usage of social network sites.
Until 2007, social network sites were used primarily for maintaining social relationships
(boyd et al, 2007). However, with real-time messages, people have expanded their usage
of social network sites to information gathering and informal discussion (Java et al.,
2007; Naaman et al., 2010). In this trend, many web users may have begun superseding
RSS feeds with “people feeds” for tracking news, and have begun engaging in
conversations more on Facebook and Twitter, instead of on online chat rooms or forums
as before.
With an abundance of information comes information overload and a scarcity of attention
(Simon, 1971). Active email users have been struggling with hundreds of unread emails
for decades (Whittaker et al, 1996); active Twitter users now face thousands of unread
messages in their stream every day, as well as millions of other Twitter users that they
could engage with if they wish. As a result, the difficulty of finding the right people and
content to focus on has been identified as a key challenge for users of Twitter, Facebook,
and the like (Paek et al., 2010; Ramage et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010).
Personalized recommender systems can be a promising solution for the information
overload problem in social network sites. By modeling individual users’ interests and
proactively making recommendations, personalized recommender systems have provided
solutions to similar problems in a wide variety of domains (Adomavicius et al., 2005).
Such recommenders are particularly suitable for social network sites because they are
personalized and effortless for users. By personalized, we mean that the help that the
recommenders provide are usually inherently personalized to individual users, and
therefore match the ego-centric experiences of social network sites. By effortless, we
mean that recommenders can help proactively, without requiring any knowledge, skill or
effort from the users. In contrast, other solutions, such as browsing interfaces and search
engines, usually require users’ participation and certain level of skills.
For example, a new user to a social network site may be at a loss after adding a few
college friends into her social network. A recommender may then help her by inferring
from her existing social network a few other friends that she forgot to add. As another
2

example, an active user may find a majority of the many messages he receives to be
boring. To help him, a recommender may first identify his interest in sports by examining
his previous posts on the site, and then suggest to him a few interesting posts on the topic
of sports. All these helps can happen naturally without any extra user input or knowledge.
As a domain for recommender system research, social network sites and message streams
have several interesting characteristics that provide unique challenges and opportunities:
1) Differing purposes and needs: People come to social network sites for a great variety
of purposes, e.g. finding lost contacts, meeting friends to chat, gathering news URLs
and/or fun pictures. A single recommender is therefore unlikely to satisfy all their needs.
This situation is in contrast with Amazon and Netflix, where there is a clear expectation
of what a recommender should do – help visitors find the product or movie for which
they will pay. As a result, in this work we designed three recommenders to help users in
different scenarios, and meanwhile put a strong focus on evaluation so as to ensure the
users indeed find each recommender to be useful in its respective scenario.
2) Explicit interpersonal interactions: Users of social network sites interact with each
other directly by making connections, sending messages, and sharing various contents.
This abundance of direct interpersonal interaction is in contrast with Amazon and Netflix,
where users interact with the system mainly as isolated individuals, and are often only
implicitly related to other users through recommender algorithms. These direct
interactions on social network sites can serve as a great additional data source for novel
algorithm design. At the same time, however, the social nature of these interactions can
also bring in new challenges in recommender design. For example, while on Netflix a
user may agree to try a movie even though she has never heard of the movie before, on
LinkedIn it is going to be much more difficult for the recommender to convince a user to
connect to a stranger. We meet these challenges by taking a user-centered design
approach and making the recommenders social-aware.
3) Strong emphasis on real-time and recency: Messages and other contents on social
network sites are often considered interesting within a short time of first being published
– few people would check what status updates their friends posted on Facebook last
3

week. This emphasis on recency is in contrast with Amazon and Netflix, where a lot of
visitors are willing to pay for books or movies that were released 20 years ago. For
recommender designers, focusing only on recent items can be a challenge because it
means that the recommender may always be in a “cold start” situation (Schein et al.,
2002), i.e. there is not enough data to generate a good recommendation. We meet this
challenge by adapting and creating algorithms that can function well under this constraint
of recency.
In this thesis we present our explorations in designing recommender systems for solving
the information overload problem in the context of social network sites. Besides adapting
designs from other domains and creating new designs, we also evaluate our designs
through user studies, and draw design implications that have broader impacts.

1.1 Research Methodology
In this thesis we design and study the recommenders in a six-step approach, as illustrated
in Figure 1.1. We describe each step as below.
1. Problem Formulation: In this step we formulate the problem that the recommender
should solve. We first identify a common and meaningful problem in the usage of social
network sites by reviewing related analytical research (e.g. Java et al., 2007; boyd et al.,
2007; DiMicco et al., 2008; Naaman et al., 2010; Ramage et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010).
We then choose a social network platform that exemplifies the problem as the platform
for our study. In general we prefer popular platforms as they provide us a potentially
large user base for our study. Based on the platform we then create plausible user tasks
and engage with real users of the platform, so as to further characterize the problem and
establish requirements of the recommender (Preece et al., 2002).
2. Algorithm Design: In this step we explore the design space of recommender
algorithms, and produce prototype implementations of the algorithms. From the problem
we have identified in the previous step, we base our exploration on prior recommender
research, particularly on text data and social data, due to the availability of similar data
4

on social network sites (refer to Chapter 2 for more details). When designing the
algorithms, we prefer established and accessible machine learning tools so that our results
will be easier to replicate and generalize.

1. Problem Formulation

2. Algorithm Design

3. Preliminary Algorithm Evaluation

4. User Interface Design

5. Preliminary User Evaluation

6. User Study
Figure 1.1. A flow chart describing the research methodology used in this thesis. Each box represents a
step in the research, and arrows represent possible transitions between steps.

3. Preliminary Algorithm Evaluation: In this step we conduct preliminary offline
evaluations on the algorithms we designed. We invite a small number of users to provide
ground-truth ratings for a convenience dataset, and compare the performance of
algorithms on the dataset. Evaluation results are used to further improve the algorithms,
and to pick algorithms among alternatives for further study.
4. User Interface Design: In this step we create the user interface for the recommender
based on the algorithms we plan to use. In designing the interface we take insight from
5

prior recommender research (e.g. Cosley et al., 2003) as well as UIs on established
platforms such as Facebook (Ratiu, 2008). We also inspect the UIs through cognitive
walkthrough and heuristic evaluation for improvements (Preece et al., 2002).
5. Preliminary User Evaluation: In this step we conduct preliminary online evaluation
on the full recommender system, so as to further improve our design. We invite a small
number of users to use the recommender in the presence of the researchers so as to gather
detailed feedback on the system. We then improve the user interface through a
participatory design process when usability issues are identified (Muller et al., 1993;
Schuler et al., 1993). We may also improve our algorithm designs in cases that we
discover new issues with the algorithms.
6. User Study: In this step we conduct rigorous user study to understand the performance
of the recommender, to compare different recommender algorithms, and to gather
detailed feedback from more users. We deploy our recommender system onto a public
website, and recruit real users of the social network site online. We include several
algorithms in the recommender, so that we can compare different recommender
algorithms with the same user interface and the same user population. Depending on the
research questions, we ask users to rate recommendations and/or to answer survey
questions, to collect both quantitative and qualitative results. After the study, we examine
the performance and characteristics of different algorithms through statistical analysis of
the quantitative results (Draper et al., 1981; Bryk et al., 1992; Allison 1999).

1.2 Thesis Overview
The thesis is composed of six chapters in total, including this introduction. In Chapter 2
we discuss prior research on recommendation techniques, which serve as the foundation
of our recommenders on social network sites. In Chapter 3, 4, and 5 we describe the
recommendation problems we explored on social network sites, as well as related
analytical research on social network sites. We summarize the contributions and broader
implications of the thesis in Chapter 6.
6

We explored three recommendation problems on social network sites, being
recommending people, recommending information, and recommending conversation.
From prior analytical research (e.g. Ellison et al., 2007; Java et al., 2007; DiMicco et al.,
2008; Naaman et al., 2010) we believe these three problems covered a wide range of real
challenges that people encounter on social network sites, while at the same time are also
different enough from each other, making them each worth a separate chapter.
In Chapter 3: Recommending People, we describe our design and study of people
recommenders that help users find known, offline contacts and discover new
relationships on social networking sites. Such people recommenders are useful, firstly
because social network site users are often interested in finding known friends and
potential new relationships (Ellison et al., 2007; DiMicco et al. 2008), and secondly
because finding these people from the sea of other users is often difficult.
In Chapter 4: Recommending Information, we describe our design and study of
information recommenders that help users find interesting information pieces from their
online social network. Such information recommenders are useful, because more and
more people are using message streams within social network sites to gather information,
while at the same time overwhelmed by the volume of information they receive (Ramage
et al., 2010).
In Chapter 5: Recommending Conversation, we describe our design and study of
conversation recommenders that help users find interesting conversations around their
social network. Such conversation recommenders are useful, because conversations have
become a major component of social network site usages and finding interesting
conversations is often challenging (Honeycutt et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010).
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Chapter 2: Related Recommendation Techniques
In this chapter we discuss recommendation techniques related to our work, which serves
as the common foundation of the three problems we explore in Chapter 3, 4, and 5.
Problem-specific prior research is instead discussed at the beginning of each individual
chapter where it is most relevant. Here we first give an overview of known
recommendation techniques in general, and then introduce recent research of
recommenders and intelligent interfaces on social network sites. Finally, we detail the
recommendation techniques we used in this work within the taxonomy of known
techniques.

2.1 Recommendation Techniques: An Overview
Our research builds on the wealth of prior research on recommendation techniques. We
give a brief overview of these techniques here; a more detailed description of prior
recommender system research can be found in the survey of Adomavicius et al. (2005).
Perhaps the most well-known recommendation technique is collaborative filtering (see
Ekstrand et al., 2011 for a review). Collaborative filtering makes recommendations by
leveraging similarities of preferences among users. One classical example of this
technique is the online news recommender GroupLens (Resnick et al., 1994). GroupLens
works by first letting individual users read and rate online news articles. GroupLens then
predicts future ratings of news articles based on the intuition that people who agreed in
the past will probably agree again: if Alice and Bob both rated a lot of news articles
similarly in the past, then perhaps Alice will like the next article that Bob likes as well.
Recommendations can then be made based on predicted ratings.
As the above example illustrates, collaborative filtering does not rely on the content of
items, but instead requires users to provide ratings on a common set of items, so that
future predictions can be made from the user rating overlap. As a result, collaborative
filtering recommenders commonly suffer from little user rating overlap at the early stage,
8

known as the “cold-start” problem; a common solution is to use other information like the
textual content of the items to be recommended (Schein et al., 2002).
Recommendation techniques that use content modeling have been studied for years. Such
techniques are often used in domains where extensive textual content is available, such as
for recommending websites, books, and news articles. For example, to recommend
websites, Pazzani et al. (1996) asked users to rate websites, and then from the ratings
created bag-of-words profiles for individual users. Websites were then recommended
according to how well their contents matched the user profiles. Mooney et al. (2000)
designed a content-based book recommender following the same approach, by using a
multinomial text model to represent the content of the books. More recently, Chiang et al.
(2004) developed a more sophisticated news article recommender by using a hierarchal
mixture model to represent the content.
Many researchers have combined collaborative filtering and content modeling to develop
so-called hybrid recommenders. These recommenders are inherently more flexible: when
pure collaborative filtering struggles with the cold-start problem due to lack of prior
ratings, hybrid recommenders can use the content of the items; when the content data
around one item or one user is too sparse, hybrid recommenders can use collaborative
filtering to bootstrap. For instance, Balabanović et al. (1997) argued that activities of an
individual user may be insufficient for creating useful profiles, and therefore proposed an
approach to create a profile not from an individual’s activity but from a group of related
individuals. Melville et al. (2001) further extended this approach and proposed a
framework called content-boosted collaborative filtering that can be adapted for many
other scenarios. Similar hybrid recommenders have been applied in a variety of domains,
such as recommendations for digital books to read (Woodruff et al., 2000). A more
detailed review of hybrid recommender systems in general can be found in the survey of
Burke et al. (2007).
Another valuable source of information for recommendation is social groups and social
networks, even before the age of social network sites. Hill et al. (1995) described a social
filtering recommender for Usenet newsgroups. Based on the assumption that users of a
9

certain newsgroup share similar interests, they recommended the most frequently
mentioned URLs within each group to all members of that group. McDonald et al. (2000)
described an expertise finding system designed for a software company. To make
recommendations, the system used the social network graph gathered through fieldwork
at the company.
Prior research in developing scalable recommenders is also relevant here, because the
ecosystem of a social network site, such as Twitter and Facebook, can be so huge that
many otherwise useful algorithms become intractable. For example, Sarwar et al. (2000)
described using SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) to reduce the dimensionality and
the size of data for collaborative filtering based recommenders. Sarwar et al. (2002)
applied clustering algorithms to partition the user population, built neighborhoods for
users from the partition, and considered only those neighborhoods when computing
recommendations. Another relevant paper integrated distributed computation techniques
for recommendation in Google News (Das et al., 2007). These techniques recursively
chop a full problem into sub-problems, so that in the end they can utilize all information
in the system despite the large scale of the data.

2.2 Recommenders and Intelligent Interfaces on Social Network
Sites
The recent popularity of social network sites has triggered a variety of recommender
system research on comparing techniques specific to social network sites with earlier
techniques developed in other domains. For instance, on the social network site Orkut,
Spertus et al. (2005) made recommendations of online communities to users based on
their current community membership, and compared several different similarity
measures. Groh et al. (2007) generated user neighborhood information from social
network structures and demonstrated that collaborative filtering based on such
neighborhoods outperforms classic collaborative filtering methods. Geyer et al. (2008)
built a system to recommend topics for self-descriptions using social network
information, and showed that a social network-based recommender yielded better
10

performance than simple content matching. Andersen (2008) proposed the concept of a
trust-based recommender, and from a theoretical perspective discussed ways to employ
users’ opinions toward other users to compute recommendations in a social network.
Several recent research projects have addressed the issue of people recommendation and
information recommendation in social network sites, thus bearing strong relevance to this
thesis. For instance, Guy et al. (2009) used user activity logs around communication and
collaboration tools within a corporate intranet so as to recommend people for users to
connect with on a social network service. Based on the algorithms and the experiments
described in Chapter 3 in this thesis, Daly et al. (2010) studied the long term impact of
people recommenders on Beehive, an enterprise social networking site. On the same
platform, Freyne et al. (2010) studied recommendation of social feed items based on prior
interactions among users.
Besides recommender systems, other intelligent interfaces have been developed to
alleviate information overload on social network sites, using a lot of similar
computational techniques. For instance, Ramage et al. (2010) applied a modified version
of LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) to create topic models in Twitter. They then
demonstrated utilizing the topic models for topic visualization, people recommendation
and message filtering. Bernstein et al. (2010) developed a topic-based browsing interface
for Twitter streams. To identify topic keywords for the interface, they utilized external
search engines for term expansion, and demonstrated benefits of their approach over
LDA for generating accurate topic keywords. Paek et al. (2010) trained support vector
machines to predict the importance of posts in Facebook feeds. In user studies they found
that many posts were considered important to one user but worthless to another user.

2.3 Recommendation Techniques in this Work
In this work we base our recommender design on prior research in recommender systems,
particularly recommender research on social network sites. We illustrate a variety of
recommendation techniques used in prior research and those used in this work in Table
2.1.
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We favor techniques that use content and social information in our work, as social
network sites naturally provide abundant content information (e.g. user profiles,
messages) and social information (e.g. a friend network). We found that we are in
agreement on this regard with prior research – a vast majority of prior recommender
research on social network sites has focused on techniques that used content, social
information, or a combination of the two (refer to Table 2.1).
Recommendation
Technique

Variation

Usage in Social
Network Sites

Collaborative
Filtering (CF)

Usage in this
work

Resnick (1994)
Bag-of-words

Geyer (2008)

Pazzani (1996),
Mooney (2000)

Sophisticated Topic Modeling

Ramage (2010)

Chiang (2004)

Pair-wise Social Relationships

Groh (2007),
Geyer (2008),
Guy (2009)

Social Group Membership

Spertus (2005)

Content

Social

CF + Content
Hybrid
Content + Social
Hybrid

Other Usage

Yes

Yes

Hill (1995)
Balabanović (1997),
Melville (2001)

Freyne (2010)

McDonald (2000)

Yes

Table 2.1. A table listing recommendation techniques used in prior recommender system research
and whether each of these techniques has been used in this work.

For techniques that use content, we have preferred simple bag-of-words approaches to
more sophisticated topic modeling. In preliminary algorithm evaluations on offline data,
we have often found that compared to bag-of-words approaches, sophisticated topic
models usually offer small accuracy improvement while requiring substantially more
computational resources. Such high computational requirements are in conflict with the
goal of updating topic models as new contents arrive in real-time. Therefore, although we
have considered topic models such as LSA, PLSA and LDA in preliminary designs, we
end up dropping them in the end so that we can implement live systems for online user
studies with manageable computational resource.
12

For techniques that use social information, we have focused on techniques that use pairwise social relationships, and ignored social group membership information. This
decision is motivated mainly by the fact that pair-wise social relationships are present in
all social networking sites, and techniques that utilize this information are therefore easier
to generalize across platforms. In contrast, many social network sites do not have a clear
notion of user groups, while those that do have user groups have a wide variety of
different implementations.
For recommending people our algorithms can be considered a type of collaborative
filtering because they build relationships between people according to the words they
tend to like, in addition to the explicit connections they form with other users of the
system.
For recommending information and conversation, we have excluded collaborative
filtering for pragmatic considerations. To compute reliable recommendations,
collaborative filtering requires each content piece to have feedback from several users. At
the same time, the strong emphasis on real-time and recency on social network sites
requires recommenders to consider new information pieces and conversations as soon as
possible. Under those two constraints, in order to obtain enough feedback for contents
before they become too old to be valuable, the recommender needs a large volume of
real-time usage data, as demonstrated in the Google News recommender (Das et al.
2007). However, since we do not have access to such large amounts of usage data, this is
not a viable option for us. We therefore decided to exclude such designs.
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Chapter 3: Recommending People
In this chapter we discuss people recommendations, with the goal of helping users find
known offline contacts and discover new friends on online social network sites. On an
enterprise social network site Beehive, we developed four different recommendation
algorithms. We conducted two user studies, a personalized survey study for
understanding algorithm performance and characteristics, and a controlled field study for
understanding the impact of recommendation on Beehive.

3.1 Background and Research Goals
The online social network of friends and contacts has been a key of social network sites
since their beginning. boyd et al. (2007) defined social network sites as web-based
services that allow individuals to 1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a
bounded system; 2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection;
and 3) view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the
system. Indeed, early social network sites, such as SixDegrees.com in 1997, are little
more than directories of user profiles and friend lists. Later popular social network sites
such as Friendster, MySpace and Facebook have developed many new features;
nonetheless, all these services still had the articulated online social network at the core of
their services.
Social network sites therefore serve as a great platform for maintaining existing offline
social relationships in the online world. Ellison et al. (2007) surveyed more than 200
college student users of Facebook, and found that the students use Facebook primarily to
maintain existing offline relationships or to solidify what would otherwise be ephemeral,
temporary acquaintanceships. boyd et al. (2007) went one step forward to suggest that
most social network sites at the time primarily supported pre-existing social relations.
An equally important function of social network sites is networking, i.e. expanding one’s
online social network beyond existing offline relationships. In Facebook, Lampe et al.
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(2008) found a new generation of users being much more motivated to meet new friends
through Facebook than older users. Other researchers have found the motivation of
expanding one’s social network being particular strong among enterprise users. DiMicco
et al. (2008) studied the use of an internal social network site within IBM and found users
often interested in reaching out to valuable contacts not yet known to them. Similarly,
Skeels et al. (2009) surveyed and interviewed people within Microsoft for their usage of
Facebook and LinkedIn, and concluded that these social network sites are most valuable
for young professionals beginning to build their professional social network.
However, it is often challenging to find known offline contacts and potential new friends
in social network sites due to the sheer size of these sites. Since social network sites often
host profiles of thousands if not millions of people, it is simply impossible to scan the
whole site so as to figure out if each person is a known offline friend, a potential new
friend, or simply an irrelevant stranger.
One approach to address this problem is to proactively make personalized people
recommendations on social network sites. In 2008 Facebook launched a friend
recommendation feature, called “People You May Know”, which recommends people to
connect with based on a “friend-of-a-friend” approach (Ratiu, 2008).
As a recommendation problem, recommending people on social networking sites is
different from traditional recommendations of books, movies, restaurants, etc. due to the
social implications of making a new social connection (Terveen et al, 2005). For
example, before adding a friend, one often has to consider how the other person would
perceive this action and whether he or she would acknowledge the friendship.
Furthermore, because the friend list appears on one’s profile, one also has to consider
how the new friend will be perceived by others on the site. These social dynamics can be
obstacles in accepting recommendations, even when they are relevant and otherwise
desirable. This problem could be more prominent if unknown or barely known people are
recommended, because in those cases users often lack enough motivation to contact or
reach out to the other person. However, despite the difficulty, connecting with weak ties
or unknown but similar people can be more valuable to users than merely re-finding
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existing strong ties, because weak ties can often provide information and opportunity not
available through strong ties (Granovetter, 1973). In contrast, recommendations of books,
movies, restaurants etc. do not have such reciprocal social or impression management
issues.
People recommenders on social network sites are related to expertise finding systems.
McDonald et al. (2000) discussed leveraging social network structure within organization
to find knowledgeable individuals for given tasks. Ehrlich et al. (2007) studied an
expertise finding system that allows enterprise users to search for experts in their social
network, using historical data of email exchanges and chat messages. People
recommenders can share many common algorithms and computational techniques with
such expertise finding systems.
People recommenders and expertise finding systems also have clear differences. Users of
an expertise finding systems often have a clear task in mind and actively seek an expert
that can help with the task. In contrast, users of a social network site often do not have an
immediate task in mind and may not be actively looking for new friends, but may
nonetheless be open to meeting or connecting with new people. People recommenders
may therefore be able to create more connection opportunities by not requiring users to
reach out to other people themselves, and by looking beyond the immediate activity the
users are conducting on the website.
In this chapter we study a people recommender system within the enterprise social
networking site Beehive. The study aims to achieve two high level research goals:
1) Comparing Algorithms: How effectively can different algorithms convince people
accept people recommendations? How many known people and new people does each
algorithm recommend?
2) Understanding Effectiveness of Recommendation: Over time can a people
recommender system effectively expand users' online social network?
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3.2 The IBM Beehive Platform
IBM Beehive (Figure 3.1) was an enterprise social networking site within IBM. Recently
renamed to SocialBlue, Beehive was officially launched in September 2007 and has
experienced viral adoption since its launch. We have chosen to study people
recommendation on Beehive because the popularity of Beehive within IBM can provide
us a user base for large scale field deployment – the site had accumulated more than
38,000 users with an average of 8.2 friends per user when we began our study in July
2008.
Beehive has a feature set similar to consumer social networking sites such as Facebook.
The site has an individual profile page for each user, and supports features like adding
other people as friends, setting status messages, sharing photos, lists, events, and
commenting on users as well as on shared content. The goal of the website was to build
stronger bonds among colleagues and to promote sharing of both personal and
professional information within the protected walls of a company intranet. According to
DiMicco et al. (2008), users have been using Beehive for connecting on a personal level
with coworkers, advancing their career with the company, and campaigning for their
projects.
The concept of a “friend” in Beehive is more similar to Twitter than Facebook in that
Beehive friends are directional, i.e. there could be a non-reciprocal friendship.
Accordingly, instead of requiring prior consent by both people before a friend relation is
established, one can connect to any user on the site right away. The target user will be
notified by email and given the option to connect back. Note that throughout this chapter,
we will use the term “connected” to describe the state of a user having added another user
as a friend, and “connect to” / “friend” for the action of adding another user as a friend.
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Figure 3.1. A screenshot of a user’s IBM Beehive homepage, taken in year 2008. IBM Beehive was an
IBM internal social network site. In the screenshot the user’s profile is shown on the left side, and her
connections (or “friends”) are shown on the top-right corner.

In order to facilitate friending and in particular friending of unknown users, Beehive also
has an introduction feature, where a user can request to be introduced to another user
through Beehive. The user can specify the recipient of the introduction, add shared
content of common interest, and add a message to be sent with the request. Beehive will
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then send out the introduction and let the recipient decide how to respond and whether to
make the requester a friend.

3.3 Recommender Algorithms
For our study, we evaluated four different algorithms. Our choice was driven by a
number of considerations. First, following our discussion in Section 2.3, we focused on
algorithms based on content relevance and those utilizing social network structure,
because they have been successfully used in related fields (Pazzani et al., 1996; Mooney
et al., 2000; McDonald, 2000; Groh et al., 2007; Geyer et al., 2008) and would likely
yield different recommendations due to their different underlying mechanisms. Second,
when choosing between different alternatives within each type, we preferred wellestablished algorithms of that type, so that whatever differences we observe in the
experiment can be attributed to the type of the algorithm and not to a very particular
technique used in that specific algorithm of choice. Finally, considering the potential
obstacles to adding friends as discussed in the introduction, we required that all our
algorithms be able to provide additional information as explanations to users, to explain
why a person was recommended and thus increase the users’ motivation to friend the
recommended person.
3.3.1 Algorithm 1: Content Matching
Our content matching algorithm is based on the intuition that “if we both post content on
similar topics, we might be interested in getting to know each other”. In other words, the
algorithm strives to find users associated with similar content on Beehive. This approach
is closely related to finding documents of similar content in the information retrieval field
(Salton et al., 1988).
Following a paradigm commonly used for information retrieval, we first create a bag-ofwords representation of each user, using textual content both from within Beehive and
from the IBM corporate directory. From Beehive, we extract words from profile entries
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and status messages of users, as well as the title, description, tags, and any textual content
associated with their photos and shared lists. From the corporate directory, we extract the
job title and the city of the user’s work location. All words are stemmed using a Porter
stemmer (Porter, 1980), and then filtered using a customized stop word list containing
about 550 common English words, so as to create the bag-of-words.
The bag-of-words representation of a given user u is then a word vector
Vu =( vu (w1 ) ,…, vu ( wm ) ), where m is the total number of distinct words used in all texts,
and each vu ( wi ) measures u’s interest in word wi . The value of vu ( wi ) is calculated
using a term-frequency inverse-user-frequency weighting, a direct adaptation of termfrequency inverse-document-frequency, or TF-IDF (Salton et al., 1988):
TFu ( wi )= (#uses of word wi by u )

IUFu ( wi )=log[(#all users)/(#users using word wi at least once)]
vu ( wi ) = TFu ( wi ) ⋅ IUFu ( wi ), and then normalized so that the 2-norm of Vu is 1.
The similarity of two users a and b is then measured by the cosine similarity of their
word vectors Va and Vb . Intuitively this means a and b would be considered similar if
they share many common keywords in their associated content, and even more so if only
a few users share those keywords. Users similar to the recipient user u are recommended
in decreasing order of similarity. As an explanation for a recommendation c, we show up
to 10 top words w whose dot product vu ( w) ⋅ vc ( w) is among the highest across all
words shared. Intuitively they are the strongest common words shared by u and c. On
Beehive we were able to compute at least one content based recommendation for 99.1%
of all users.
We also analyzed newer and more sophisticated content similarity algorithms, including
Latent Semantic Analysis (Deerwester et al., 1990) and Probabilistic Latent Semantic
Analysis (Hofmann, 1999). However, in a preliminary test they did not yield significantly
better results. Moreover, since they cannot easily provide intuitive explanations for
recommendations like common keywords, we decided against using them.
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3.3.2 Algorithm 2: Content-plus-Link (CplusL)
Our content-plus-link algorithm enhances the content matching algorithm with social link
information derived from social network structure. The motivation behind this algorithm
is that by disclosing a network path to a weak tie or unknown person, the recipient of the
recommendation will be more likely to accept the recommendation. The content-plus-link
algorithm computes similarity in the same way as the content matching algorithm
described in the previous section. However, instead of recommending users with top
similarity scores, we boost the similarity between a candidate user c and the recipient
user u by 50% if a valid social link from u to c exists, i.e. content matches with less
strength in keyword overlap but with a social link between c and u can be ranked higher
than content matches with strong keyword overlap but no link in the social network.
A valid social link is defined as a sequence of three or four users, the first being the
recipient of the recommendation and the last being the recommended user. Every two
consecutive users a and b in the sequence must satisfy at least one of the following
conditions:
1. a connects to b
2. a has commented on b
3. b connects to a
This definition guarantees that a social link exists between two users if and only if there
is at least a minimum level of acquaintance and interaction between them or their friends.
An example of such a link between user Alice and Charles would be “Alice has
commented on Bob, who is considered a friend by Charles.” 1
By increasing the similarity scores of recommendation candidates with valid links, this
algorithm favors people in close social network proximity to the user over people more
disconnected from the user in the social network. For recommendations with a valid link,
1

We did not include the case of b commenting on a because we previously discovered spamming through
posting comments to many strangers. Including the case would lead to a small group of “spammers” being
the top recommended people due to their spam comments. Similarly, we ignored links that resulted from
connecting behavior by a small number of disproportionately active users because they have added a
majority of users on the site as friends. Including these links would have linked many unrelated people.
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besides the common words generated from the content matching technique, we also show
the social link as an explanation, including the type of interactions of all users in the link
between user u and candidate c. On average 77.8% of the top 10 recommendations
computed with this algorithm in our experiments contain valid social link information.
3.3.3 Algorithm 3: Friend-of-Friend (FoF)
In contrast to the previous algorithm, the friend-of-friend algorithm leverages only social
network information of friending based on the intuition that “if many of my friends
consider Alice a friend, perhaps Alice could be my friend too”. Many social network
analysis approaches have adopted similar ideas to find neighborhoods and paths within
the network (Granovetter, 1973; Groh et al., 2007; Geyer et al., 2008). This particular
variant that recommends friends of a friend is interesting not only because of the clear
intuition behind it, but also because, as implied in the official Facebook blog (Ratiu,
2008), it was the primary algorithmic foundation of the “People You May Know” feature
on Facebook, which was one of the few known people recommenders deployed on a
social networking site at the time.
Formally speaking, if we define predicate F(a,b) to be true if and only if user a has added
user b as a friend on Beehive, the algorithm can be described as follows: for a user u
being the recipient and a user c being the candidate of the recommendation, their mutual
friends1 set is

MF (u , c) = {user a | F (u , a) and F (a, c) },
which represents the friends of u that connect to c and thus serve as a bridge between u
and c. We then define the score of each candidate c for recipient u as the size of MF(u,c),
and exclude candidates who share no mutual friends with u. The candidates are then
recommended to u in decreasing order of their score. For a single recommended
candidate c, we supply the mutual friends in MF(u,c) as the explanation for
recommending c. Note that, because the algorithm requires the recipient user having
1

While strictly speaking they are not necessarily mutual friends because of the non-reciprocal friendship on
Beehive, we call it this for simplicity reasons.
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mutual friends with other users, it cannot generate recommendations for people with a
limited number of friends. We were able to compute at least one recommendation for
57.2% of all Beehive users.
3.3.4 Algorithm 4: SONAR

This algorithm is based on the SONAR system, which aggregates social relationship
information from different public data sources within IBM (Guy et al., 2008a; Guy et al.,
2008b). In this work we use SONAR to aggregate relationship information from the
following seven data sources within the IBM Intranet: (1) organizational chart, (2)
publication database, (3) patent database, (4) friending system, (5) people tagging system,
(6) project wiki, and (7) blogging system. A relationship is indicated if within that data
source two people have somehow interacted with each other, such as co-authoring a
paper or leaving comments on each others’ blog.
For each of these data sources SONAR computes a normalized relationship score in the
range of [0,1] between two people, where 0 indicates no relationship and 1 indicates the
strongest relationship. These scores are then aggregated to a unified single score by
equally weighting each data source (Guy et al., 2008a). Given a user u, SONAR returns a
list of users related to u and their aggregated relationship score with u, ordered by this
score. The number of interactions in each data source is used to provide explanations. For
example, from the publication database an explanation could be “you two have coauthored 2 papers”.
In essence, SONAR incorporates all information available within IBM that implies an
explicit acquaintance between pairs of people, and ranks them based on the strength and
frequency of their interactions on record. While SONAR runs as a service in IBM, the
above algorithm can be easily replicated in other applications. As a minimal basic data
source, enterprises typically have a corporate directory with an organizational chart. But
SONAR can be extended with additional data sources through a plug-in model. With the
data sources configured within IBM, SONAR was able to provide relationship
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information for almost all users. After eliminating existing friends, we were able to create
at least one recommendation for 87.7% of all Beehive users.

3.4 Study I: Personalized Survey
We conducted a personalized online survey on Beehive in order to achieve our first
research goal, i.e. comparing the four algorithms in detail, and to understand whether
each of them recommend more known contacts or new friends. Through the survey we
also furthered our understanding of users’ needs, and in particular, whether people
recommendation is a desired feature and how many users hope to discover new friends
through recommendation on Beehive.
3.4.1 Methodology

We invited 500 active users to participate in a within-subject study, i.e. every user was
exposed to all four algorithms. Subjects were randomly selected from all users satisfying
the following criteria: First, they must have logged into Beehive during the week
preceding the start of the survey. Second, they must have enough data in Beehive so that
we can generate at least 10 recommendations using every algorithm. Third, they must
have at least 5 words in their associated content that can be used by the content based
algorithms, and 3 friends each for the FoF algorithm, so that there is a reasonable amount
of data for all algorithms to work with.
As shown in Table 3.1, the different algorithms have little overlap in their top 10
recommendations for the 500 selected users except for the two content-based algorithms,
which use the same content matching technique.
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Content
Content

CplusL

FoF

SONAR

52.8%

1.8%

8.3%

3.3%

9.6%

CplusL

13.1%

FoF

Table 3.1. Overlap ratios between recommendations generated by different algorithms in the study.
A high number in a cell means that the algorithm on its column and the algorithm on its row often
generate the same people in their top 10 recommendations.

The survey for each selected user, presented on a single web page (Figure 3.2), contained
12 recommendations in total, 3 from each algorithm.1 To control for ordering effects,
individual recommendations were presented in a regular and mirrored Latin square
sequence, each sequence started randomly with a different algorithm. The 12
recommendations we presented were selected from top ranked recommendation
candidates generated by each algorithm. To avoid duplicate recommendations due to
overlap between algorithms, if a candidate had already been recommended by another
algorithm before, the next highest ranked candidate from the same algorithm would be
shown instead.
For each recommendation, we showed a photo, the job title and the work location of that
person, as well as the explanation generated by the algorithm. The user could also click a
link to view the profile of the recommended person in a separate window. For each
recommendation, we asked the following questions:
• Do you already know this person? [yes/no]
• Is this a good recommendation? [yes/no]
• Did the reason we chose this person help you make your decision? [yes/no]
• What action would you like to take? [single choice]
o

Connect to this person

o

Be introduced to this person

o

Nothing

• Additional feedback? [open ended]

1

Note that all of the algorithms filtered out the people a user is already connected to.
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Figure 3.2. A screenshot of the personalized survey in Study I. The preliminary questions on the top are
the same for each subject, while the people recommendations at the bottom are personalized and therefore
different for each subject.

We also asked users more general questions at the beginning and the end of the survey,
regarding whether finding people to connect to is difficult, their interest in meeting new
people on the site, the kind of information that would make them more likely connect to
someone they do not know yet, and whether they consider people recommendations a
desired feature for the site.
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3.4.2 Results

Of the 500 users, 415 logged in and 258 submitted their survey form. The
recommendation response data was analyzed on a per user basis, i.e. we first average
each user’s responses for each algorithm then summarize the responses over all users
who have at least one valid response for every algorithm. We chose this analysis
approach, so as to ensure that each user contributed equally to the analysis, and that the
result would not be confounded by potential correlations among responses from the same
user. Because of missing responses in the survey, the actual sample size of users for some
questions dropped to 230.
Understanding Users’ Needs

We argued that people recommendations on social networking sites can help users find
the right people to communicate with or connect to. In our survey 95% of the users
considered people recommendations to be useful and would like to see them as a feature
on the site. Our survey also quantitatively confirms DiMicco et al. (2008) in that users on
Beehive are interested in connecting to weak ties and meeting new people: 61.6% said
they are interested in meeting new people, 31% said maybe and 7.4% said no.
When asked what kind of information would make them more likely to connect to an
unknown person, 75.2% of the users chose common friends, 74.4% said common content
(e.g. photos, lists, interests, etc.), 39.2% indicated geographical location of the person,
27% said the division within IBM, and 14.5% chose “other”. Information typically listed
as “other” included work/business information (e.g. “customers in common” and
“business effort that is similar or relevant to my team's”) and skills/expertise (e.g.
“reputation in their subject matter” and “they have expressed a skill in an area I could use
help discovering/learning”). According to the data, friends and content in common play
an important role in decision making and thus, support our design of the content-plus-link
algorithm.
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Known vs. Unknown, Good vs. Not Good

For every recommendation, users were able to indicate whether or not they already knew
that person and they could rate the recommendation as good or not good. Figure 3.3
shows a breakdown of the results by algorithm. The percentages of unknown people
recommended by each algorithm are shown above the horizontal center line and the
percentages of known people below. The chart also shows the percentages of good versus
not good in two different colors, broken down by known and unknown recommendations.

Unknown

Content

CplusL

FoF

SONAR

47.5%
38.9%
15.5%
30.1%

7.6%
24.9%

23.8%
6.6%

Known

19.5%
31.8%
55.4%

3.0%

75.9%

4.4%
Rated Good
5.2%

Rated Not Good

10.0%

Figure 3.3. A comparison of the results of the people recommender algorithms versus user responses
in the personalized survey. Users were asked whether they knew the other users that were recommended
to them, and whether the recommendation was a good one. The percentages in the figure show that on a per
user basis, on average how likely each recommendation from an algorithm would be rated known vs.
unknown, and how likely each recommendation would be rated good vs. not good.

The pure content matching algorithm recommends mostly unknown people. This result is
not surprising, because due to the sheer size of the user population most Beehive users
would not know each other, no matter whether they share similar content or not. In
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contrast, SONAR recommends mostly known people because it relies heavily on explicit
relationship data. On average each user already knows 85.9% of the people recommended
by SONAR, followed by the friend-of-friend algorithm with 60.6%. In contrast, users
only know 36.2% of the recommendations from the content-plus-link algorithm, and
22.5% of those from the content matching algorithm (F[3,711] = 213.5, p < .001). Posthoc comparison (LSD) showed that the percentages for each algorithm were significantly
different from each other (p < .001). These results confirm the intuition that the more
explicit relationship information an algorithm leverages, the more known people it
recommends.
Overall, our users rated 82.5% of the SONAR recommendations as good, followed by
79.2% for the friend-of-friend, 56.7% for the content-plus-link and 49.6% for the content
matching algorithm (F[3,705] = 69.1, p < .001). While there was no significant difference
between SONAR and friend-of-friend, post-hoc comparison (LSD) showed that they
have a significantly higher percentage of good recommendations than the two contentbased algorithms (p < .001). Also, the percentage of “good” recommendations from the
content-plus-link algorithm is significantly higher than basic content matching (p < .005).
When looking only at recommendations of known people (Figure 3.3, below the center
line), we can see that most of those recommendations were considered good for all
algorithms (around 90% for each algorithm). In other words, many users have considered
recommendations of known people to be good, regardless of the difference among the
underlying algorithms and the accompanied explanations. Indeed, user feedback for
recommendations rated as good and known, across algorithms, cited not the specific
explanation provided but how good the recommendation was based on how well they
knew the person: “Very nice catch here. I know [name] from when he first interviewed at
Watson (and went to Almaden),” “[name] is a good friend and previous colleague I
would like to stay connected with.”
In contrast, the situation for unknown recommendations is very different in that more
recommendations are considered to be not good. The number of “not good”
recommendations increases from right to left, i.e. the content-based algorithm produces
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the highest number of recommendations not considered good. Overall, compared to
recommendations of known people, recommendations of strangers seem to be rejected or
disliked much more often. We sometimes even find recommendations being rated as not
good for this reason alone: “I’d prefer to know them before being introduced to another
stranger in the same city,” and “I generally want to know someone at least by reputation
or interaction before making a connection.”
However, not knowing a person was not always an obstacle to rating a recommendation
as good. The content matching algorithm also produced the highest number of good
unknown recommendations, i.e. an average user found 30.1% recommendations to be
both good and unknown at the same time. Content-plus-link and friend-of-friend
algorithms followed with 24.9% and 23.8%, respectively, followed by SONAR with only
6.6% good unknown recommendations (F[3,705] = 37.1, p < .001). Post-hoc comparison
(LSD) showed that the content matching had a significantly higher percentage than the
other three algorithms (p < .05), and SONAR had a significantly lower percentage than
the other three (p < .001).
While unknown recommendations were not consistently rated good, users did provide
positive feedback about some unknown recommendations (“good find, I'll comment on
his favorite music hive5” and “Connected to lots of the same folks; I should know her!” ),
leaving us unable to draw a simple conclusion as with known recommendations.
Therefore, we analyzed the user feedback looking specifically for themes related to
“good” recommendations. Users found all kinds of recommendations and explanations
valuable: “I find the recommendations based on tags (or keywords?) or non-direct shared
connections most interesting” and “Useful – especially the mutual connections links.”
Users also confirmed our intuition that explanations were not only helpful but necessary:
“I connect to people for a wide variety of contexts but not just because…,” “Always state
why you are recommending someone,” and “I have to have a legitimate reason to connect
to someone.”
In particular, there seemed to be a minimum threshold of information necessary to rate a
recommendation as “good”, and we heard this when that threshold was not met: “Her
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profile did not have enough interesting items for me to do a ‘cold call’ at this time” and
“The keywords in common caused me to at least look at his profile. We share some
interests, but not enough to get connected at this time. Good try.” All algorithms suffered
from this at times, whether by not providing enough information (“the matching of only
one keyword is a bit low for making recommendations, isn't it?”) or not enough
information of value (“I am not close with those 5 mutual connections…” ). The
keywords in particular seemed to suffer from the latter and were often considered
“random”, “irrelevant,” “WWWAAAAYYYY too much noise,” or “too generic to be
helpful.” Nevertheless, the users spoke more highly of keywords when they were coupled
with network relationships, as in the Content-Plus-Link algorithm: “Similar to [..]
Facebook [..] This is richer, since it ties into common interests/tags,” and “At least two
keyword matches (with keywords that really interest me) and only one degree of
separation -- that to me is a good connection.” And more generally of their need to be
coupled with more information: “recommendations must go beyond tagging and be multidimensional.” Obviously this threshold is different for different people, as one user said,
“Do NOT use obvious connections, i.e. People Management Relationships” while another
thinks “Org[anizational] structure recommendations are great.” But, in general, users
seemed to want the recommender to provide as much potentially useful information as
possible, of all types, to help them decide whether a recommendation was good.
Immediate Actions Resulted from Recommendations

For every recommendation, users were also able to take an immediate action as described
in our survey above. Figure 3.4 shows the percentages of connection and introduction
actions for each algorithm per user compared to the overall percentage of
recommendations rated good.
As expected, the number of actions taken on recommendations for different algorithms
follows the same trend as the number of good recommendations. The majority of good
recommendations resulted in either direct connection or introduction requests. On
average 66.0% of the recommendations from the SONAR, 57.1% from the friend-of31

friend, 42.4% from the content-plus-link and 32.8% from the content matching algorithm
resulted in actions (F[3,705] = 63.8, p < .001). Post-hoc comparison (LSD) showed that
every algorithm is different from all others (p < .001).
90%

Good

80%

Introduce
70%

Connect

2.8%
7.3%

60%
50%

7.3%
82.6%

40%

79.3%
7.7%

30%

63.2%

56.8%
49.8%

49.6%

20%

35.1%
25.1%

10%
0%

SONAR

FofF

CplusL

Content

Figure 3.4. A comparison of recommendations rated as good and recommendations resulting in
immediate actions in the survey for each algorithm. In the survey users can rate each recommendation
as good or not, and separately decide whether they want to take an immediate action based on the
recommendation. Two actions were possible, being introduce and connect.

Note that for all algorithms, the percentage of recommendations resulting in actions is
consistently lower than the percentage of good recommendations, i.e. a good
recommendation does not necessarily result in an action. There are a number of possible
explanations. For example, users might consider known people as good recommendations
simply because the algorithm found a known person. However, that does not necessarily
mean that a user would consider the person a friend. Or, as for unknown people
recommendations, users might find them good but nonetheless not be interested in
contacting to those people at that moment. Qualitative feedback from our survey is
supportive of both explanations: “Lots of people I know through being on the same
program I don’t interact with enough to want them in my contacts list,” or “Because of
the strength of mutual connections, I feel this is a good recommendation. I simply do not
choose to connect at this time.” And that the threshold for an action is even higher than
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that for rating a recommendation as good: “I’d be interested in checking out his profile,
but probably not in connecting,” and “I have a large network already. It is difficult to
keep up with existing critical contacts. Need to be very judicious in discerning value
proposition of new contacts.”
We looked at individual feedback for recommendations marked as “good” or “known”
that did not result in a connection action, as well as other “anomalous” responses such as
marking a recommendation as known but not good. We found a variety of common
reasons across these cases, including many where users said the recommended person
had resigned, retired, or otherwise left IBM. There were other cases where those higher in
the organizational structure were obviously known, but connection was not an option: “I
wouldn’t connect to an executive without a personal relationship or a compelling
reason,” “I feel awkward connecting to my 2nd line,” and “This person is [an] influential
senior executive – using this criteria for connection would result in 1000’s of people
having access to this person.” Some users described how they knew the recommended
people, and more specifically knew those users have a reputation for “collecting
colleagues” on Beehive, and thus decided not to connect.
We had originally sought to offer the introduction option to facilitate friending, especially
for recommendations of unknown people. Our data show that most introduction requests
were indeed made to unknown people. It is interesting to note that the ratio of
introduction versus connection actions is higher for algorithms that produce a high
number of unknown people recommendations. From right to left in Figure 2, 23.5% of all
actions taken on the content matching algorithm were introductions, followed by 17.2%
for content-plus-link, 12.8% for friend-of-friend, and 4.2% for SONAR. And we did
receive positive feedback in cases in which introductions were used: “Neale has one of
those job roles that mean he might come in handy to know someday…,” “This is an
interesting recommendation, I would like to see how this progresses,” and even “I’m
coming around to the idea that Beehive could be a decent mentor connection system.”
However, the low usage of introductions and additional user feedback suggests that even
the two actions we offered, introduction and connection, were not granular enough. Users
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suggested a number of alternate actions for a good person recommendation: “I wouldn’t
mind being able to save people of interest that I could work on meeting through more
conventional means,” “maybe have a way to separate my ‘top shelf’ connections from
more casual ones,” or “Need some method to specify interesting candidates – kind of like
virtual speed dating.” Many suggested the use of a third person: “I would prefer if some
one I know introduces a new person to me (e.g. Linked In),” or “Potentially a good
recommendation, but I would not connect to her [..] without a person in common that
recommended her to me.”
One final theme that emerged was that the recommender’s quantitative assessment might
be overly strict in terms of success. For cases where a recommendation was rated as not
good, unknown, and produced no action it would be judged as a failure. However they
were not necessarily seen as such by some users who were merely undecided at rating
time (“I do not know whether I will connect to this person or not,”). And particularly that
the recommendation might be useful at a later time: “Might be a good connection in the
future for job networking,” or “It would be a good recommendation if I had a need for
such a person.”

3.5 Study II: Controlled Field Study
In Study I we have compared algorithms through detailed surveys. In Study II, we hoped
to achieve our second research goal, i.e. understanding the impact of recommendations
over time in a natural setting. We therefore deployed the four different recommender
algorithms as a new feature for a larger group of users on Beehive. The deployment of
different recommenders allowed us to investigate how they can actually help people find
friends during daily usage. And by comparing these users to a control group that did not
receive recommendations we can test their effectiveness in increasing the number of
friends and their impact on overall user activity on the site.
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3.5.1 Methodology

For this study we randomly selected 3,000 users using similar criteria as in Study I. This
time we required users to have logged into Beehive during the preceding 60 days instead
of 1 week. The experiment was carried out as a between-subjects study during a 3-week
period. We divided the 3,000 users randomly into 5 groups, each with 600 users. Four of
the five groups were experimental groups, each one getting recommendations from a
single algorithm only, while the remaining 600 subjects were a control group that did not
get any recommendations. As in Study I, we guaranteed at least 10 recommendations of
each type for all users, though those in the experimental groups only saw
recommendations of one type. Also, whenever possible we computed more than 10
recommendations, up to a total of 30 for each user.

Figure 3.5. A screenshot of the people recommender widget on Beehive. The widget shows the
recommended person at the top, the explanation of the recommendation in the middle, and possible actions
that the user can take at the bottom. The explanation shown in this widget is specific to the Content-plusLink algorithm.

During the study, users in the experimental groups saw a new recommender widget on
their Beehive home page (Figure 3.5). The widget shows one recommendation a time,
starting from the highest ranked ones. Each recommendation shows photo, job title, and
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work location of the person and the explanation generated by the algorithm. Users can
also open a separate window to check the profile of the person. Users can respond to the
recommendation by choosing one of three actions: connect to the person, ask to be
introduced, and decline by choosing “not good for me”. After responding, the widget will
refresh and show the next recommendation. The widget also refreshes each time a user
visits their home page to increase their chances of viewing different recommendations. In
the email messages sent to users as part of their normal daily/weekly updates of Beehive,
we included a personalized recommendation as well as a link that would take them to
their home page and show that recommendation, allowing them to respond.
To balance the extra attention that recommendations get by occupying prime real estate
in the experimental groups, we advertised various friending features and actions in the
control group at the same place in the user interface and through email notifications.
3.5.2 Results

Of the 3,000 users, 1,710 users logged in during the experiment. 620 users of those in the
experimental groups participated by responding to 7,451 recommendations. Of those 620,
122 were from the content matching group, 131 from the content-plus-link group, 157
from the friend-of-friend group, and 210 from the SONAR group.
Acceptance of Recommendations

We measured user responses to our recommendations in a way similar to our survey in
Study I. As expected, the per-user percentage of recommendations resulting in
connection actions for different algorithms (shown in Table 3.2) follows the same trend
as in the survey (F(3,413) = 17.6, p < .001). Post-hoc comparison (LSD) showed that
SONAR again has a significantly higher connection action rate than the other three
algorithms (p < .005). The connection action rate of the friend-of-friend algorithm is also
significantly higher than the content matching algorithm (p < .001).
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It is worth noting that, in contrast to the survey, users rarely chose the introduction option
as a response - less than one percent of the 7,451 responses were introduction requests.
One possible reason for the difference could be that, while we explained directly the
introduction feature in the survey, here users had to mouse-over the “what is this?” link
as shown in Figure 3.5 to see the explanation. It seems that instead of mousing-over as
we had hoped, many chose not to bother and simply ignored the feature.
SONAR

FoF

CplusL

Content

59.7%

47.7%

40.0%

30.5%

Table 3.2. A comparison of recommender algorithms on the acceptance of their recommendations in
the field study. A higher percentage means that more recommendations seen by users in the field study
resulted in connect actions.

Separate from responding, users can also click a link in our widget to view the profile of
the recommended person. How often users did this is interesting insofar as it might
indicate the interestingness and possibly the novelty of a recommendation, since a user
may choose not to view the profile because of either a lack of interest or familiarity with
the person. Because the content matching algorithm recommends mostly unknown people,
we expected a higher number of such views for that algorithm compared to other
algorithms. Indeed, for each user 8% of content matching recommendations resulted in
such immediate profile views compared to only 2.9% for SONAR. The difference in
view-profile percentage is significant (F[3,605] = 7.0, p < .001). Post-hoc comparison
(LSD) showed that the content matching and CplusL algorithms have significantly higher
percentages than the other two (p < .05) 1.

1

Note that in order to reduce noise in the estimate of per-user connection rate, we excluded users with
fewer than 4 recommendation responses from the calculation. Similarly for per-user view-profile rate, users
who have been shown fewer than 4 recommendations were also excluded.
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Figure 3.6. A comparison of the increase in the number of friends for each experimental group in the
field study. Each experimental group was exposed to one recommender algorithm in the field study. The
number shows that on average how many more friends each user in an experimental group has acquired
during the whole period of study.

Impact of Recommendations over Time

The immediate goal of recommending people on a social networking site is to increase a
user’s network of friends. We compared the number of friends before and after the
experiment in each group and found a significant group x before/after interaction effect
(F[4,2995] = 15.0, p < .001). Post-hoc comparison (LSD) showed that all our algorithms
significantly increased the number of friends compared to the control group. SONAR was
most effective with an increase of 13% (3.64 more friends on average per user), followed
by the other algorithms as shown in Figure 3.6. We also saw an increase of 5% (1.27
more friends on average per user) in the control group, which can possibly be attributed
to the advertisement of friend-related features.
We had also expected that people recommendations would impact user activity on the
site in general. Indeed, when comparing the number of page views on Beehive during the
3-week period of the experiment with the 3-week period before the experiment, we found
that users in experimental groups viewed an average of 13.7% more pages during the
experiment (3.13 more page views), while control group users viewed 24.4% less pages
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during the experiment (6.34 less page views). Note that the overall page views across the
entire site dropped by 27.5% during that period. We have found the experiment/control x
before/after interaction effect to be significant (F[1,2998] = 9.2, p < .005), i.e. people
recommendations were effective in increasing browsing activity of users. We also
observed an increase in content and comment creation in the experimental groups
compared to the control group, although the number of items created in the 3-week
period per user was too low to observe any significant difference.

3.6 Discussion
3.6.1 Understanding Algorithm Effectiveness

The results from both the personalized survey and the large field study on Beehive show
that all the four algorithms are effective in making people recommendations and can
significantly increase the number of friends of a user on the site over time.
When comparing algorithms, if we put our four algorithms into two categories – those
based more on social relationship information (FoF and SONAR) and those based more
on content similarity (Content and CplusL), we can summarize our results into three
major findings:
1) Relationship-based algorithms found more known contacts whereas content similarity
algorithms discovered more new friends.
2) Recommendations to known contacts are accepted most of the time, regardless of
algorithm or explanation.
3) Recommendations to previously unknown people are accepted less, and users cited the
explanation as an important factor affecting whether they would accept the
recommendation.
We therefore argue that relationship-based algorithms and content similarity algorithms
serve different functions. Relationship-based algorithms are particularly suited for users
to find known offline contacts that have not yet been added to their online social network.
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In particular, FoF can expand their contact list from a few existing contacts, while a
SONAR-like aggregation can take advantage of additional data, including commenting,
tagging, or organizational relationships, which are often available within organizations.
In contrast, content similarity algorithms are better at finding interesting new people.
While their recommendations may be accepted less often, each acceptance would result
in an expansion of the user’s social network to a new person.
One potentially promising way to combine the strengths of both types of algorithms is to
leverage relationship-based algorithms for new users to build up a network quickly by
finding known people and, as the users’ online social network grows, complement them
with content similarity based algorithms for further social network expansion. Such an
approach might have an additional benefit of increasing new users’ trust in the system
because people trust recommenders more if they see familiar items recommended
(Swearingen et al., 2002).
It is also worth noting that while our studies and the discussion above have focused on
acceptance of recommendations, the evaluation of people recommendation can and
should go further beyond simple acceptance. Daly et al. (2010) have analyzed how
Beehive users have treated the connections they made in Study II over the following 12
months after the study. They found that although the content matching algorithm created
fewer connections than friend-of-friend and SONAR, 18% of connections created from
the content matching algorithm remained active at the end of the 12-month period while
only 13% of connections created from friend-of-friend and SONAR remained active. One
may therefore argue that connections created from the content matching algorithm are
more engaging and sustainable than connections created from the two other algorithms.
3.6.2 People Recommendation beyond Beehive

We believe the three major findings summarized in the previous section are likely to
apply to a broad variety of social network sites. No algorithm will dominate others in all
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circumstances, and the appropriateness of an algorithm depends on the nature of the
platform and the purpose of making connections.
Users of enterprise social network sites such as Beehive are interested both in
maintaining existing offline connections and in finding new connections for future
business opportunities. As a result, relationship-based algorithms and content similarity
algorithms were able to find old connections sharing mutual contacts and new friends of
similar interest respectively, therefore effectively expanding users’ online social network.
Users of other enterprise social network sites such as Yammer and LinkedIn are likely to
have similar needs and therefore react to different kinds of people recommendation
algorithms in a similar fashion.
In contrast, many users of Facebook may be more interested in finding existing offline
connections but not in finding interesting strangers (Ellison et al., 2007). As a result,
relationship based algorithms such as FoF and SONAR may better fit the need of
Facebook. The same argument may apply to several other consumer social network sites,
such as MySpace and Orkut.
People recommendation on some other social network sites may benefit from considering
other factors relevant to the nature of the platform. For example, Twitter and a new
generation of microblogging sites are known to be used not only for connecting to people,
but also for gathering information like in a news feed (Java et al., 2007). As a result, on
these sites people recommendations may need additional features relevant to information
gathering, such as how influential and how trustworthy each recommended person is, and
at the same time include such features in the explanations of the recommendations.
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Chapter 4: Recommending Information
In this chapter we discuss recommendation of useful information pieces, with the goal of
supporting information gathering on social network sites. For users of popular
microblogging site Twitter, we designed 12 recommendation algorithms over a design
space of three design dimensions, and implemented a recommender system capable of
running the 12 algorithms. We conducted semi-structured interviews to gain a
preliminary understanding of our algorithm design, and then deployed the recommender
system in a controlled field study with real Twitter users to quantitatively compare the
algorithms.

4.1 Background and Research Goals
Twitter represents a new generation of social network sites. The core of Twitter is the socalled Twitter stream; that is, a constant stream of real-time messages broadcasted
through each user’s social network. Such message streams proved to be very appealing to
many web users – Twitter was able to attract tens of thousands of users in merely a year
after its launch in 2006 (Java et al., 2007). By the end of 2010, Twitter has accumulated
175 million registered users.
Twitter’s success triggered a trend of real-time message streams in other social network
sites. For example, in 2007 Facebook redesigned their website so that the default
homepage of each user is no longer a user profile, but a news feed that contains real-time
status updates. While this redesign faced a mass user outcry early on, by 2008 many
Facebook users had embraced this new focus on news feeds (Joinson, 2008). Various
other web service providers followed the trend: LinkedIn added a network feed feature in
2008. Google released its own social feed service, known as Google Buzz, in 2010.
A massive number of messages have since been disseminated through such streams on
social network sites. As of 2009, Twitter disseminates between 400,000 and 1,400,000
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messages per hour. On Facebook, as of Oct 2009 there are over 45,000,000 messages
disseminated from 30 million unique visitors every day.
This proliferation of real-time message streams has facilitated an important new usage of
social network sites – information sharing and gathering. In an early analysis of Twitter,
Java et al. (2007) identified four major usages of Twitter, two of which are related to
information sharing (sharing URLs and reporting news). As a follow-up study, Naaman
et al. (2010) categorized Twitter messages according to their purpose, and suggested that
people post messages on Twitter for both informational and social purposes. Zhao et al.
(2009) examined Twitter usage at work in a qualitative study and proposed that Twitter
provides both relational benefits and informational benefits. Seeing the value of
informational usage of social network sites, Facebook has also launched a new feature
called Facebook Pages, where businesses and news agencies can set up a page to
broadcast their information in a real-time feed to interested audiences (Sun et al., 2009).
The huge number of messages and the need of gathering information in social network
sites have created two challenges related to information gathering: filtering and
discovery. On the one hand, an active Twitter or Facebook user can easily receive
hundreds of messages every day in her stream. Users therefore often express the desire to
filter the stream down to those messages that are indeed of interest (Ramage et al., 2010).
On the other hand, many users also want to discover useful information outside their own
streams, such as interesting URLs on Twitter posted by friends of friends, or relevant
blogs in Google Buzz that are subscribed by other friends. This discovery task is
formidable, given the vast amount of information that is disseminated daily through
message streams.
In response to the two aforementioned challenges, we design and study a recommender
for gathering information from message streams in social network sites. An intelligent
recommender is suitable for meeting the filtering challenge, because it can automatically
find top information pieces for a user among a large number of candidates. Such a
recommender can also be designed to meet the discovery challenge, by considering
information from beyond the stream that the user is already receiving.
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As a domain for recommendation, message streams in social network sites have three
interesting properties that distinguish them from other well-studied domains for
recommender systems:
1) Recency of information: information in the message stream is often considered
interesting only within a short time of first being published. As a result, the recommender
may always be in a “cold start” situation (Schein et al., 2002), i.e. there is not enough
data to generate a good recommendation.
2) Explicit interaction among users: Unlike other domains where users interact with the
system as isolated individuals, users are embedded within an articulated social network
and explicitly interact by subscribing to others’ streams and/or by sharing items.
3) User-generated information: Users are not passive consumers of information in
message streams. Instead, people are often information producers as well as consumers.
Web pages, pictures and videos shared through Twitter messages, Facebook status
updates and Google Buzz are all good examples of user generated information.
In this chapter we study recommendation of information on top of Twitter, and choose
URLs as our instantiation of information pieces. We describe our design and empirical
studies of a recommender system built on top of Twitter, called zerozero88, which
recommends URLs that a particular Twitter user may find interesting. The recommender
we developed was publicly available at www.zerozero88.com at the time of the study.
We choose Twitter as our target platform, most importantly because of its strong focus on
its message stream feature. As a successful platform, Twitter also provides a chance to
recruit real users and alleviate their real information overload problems. Finally, Twitter
provides a set of public APIs, enabling us to implement and deploy our recommender.
We choose to focus on recommending URLs, because the URL represents a common
‘unit’ of information on the web, and previous research has identified URLs as a major
medium of information sharing on Twitter (Java et al., 2007, Naaman et al., 2010).
Through the study in this chapter we aim to achieve two high level research goals:
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1) Exploring Promising Designs: What techniques are promising for recommending
information in message streams? How should we adapt these techniques to Twitter?
2) Evaluating Different Recommenders: How effective are these techniques and their
combinations for generating recommendations?

Figure 4.1. A screenshot of the home timeline of a Twitter user, taken in year 2010. A Twitter user’s
home timeline is also commonly known as one’s Twitter stream.

4.2 Information Production and Gathering on Twitter
Twitter describes itself as a microblogging service. Users of the site can post short
messages, each up to 140 characters, commonly known as tweets. As information
producers, people post tweets for a variety of purposes, including daily chatter,
conversation, sharing information/URLs and reporting news (Java et al., 2007). Other
message streams may have different dominating purposes for posting. For example, on
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Facebook most of status updates are daily chatter and conversation, while a majority of
posts in the LinkedIn feed would be professional activities.
As an information gatherer, a Twitter user consumes tweets mostly by reading a personal
tweet stream known as the home timeline. A new account’s home timeline only includes
tweets posted by one’s self; one can include another user’s tweets by following that user.
Throughout this chapter, whenever user A follows user B, we refer to A as B’s follower,
and B as A’s followee. If B in turn follows C, we refer to C as A’s followee-of-followee.
While some might refer to their followees as their “friends”, the following relationship on
Twitter is not reciprocal, and does not necessarily imply friendship or even acquaintance
between two users. For example, over two million users follow Barrack Obama, few of
whom he follows back. Obviously, those people follow President Obama because they
are interested in what he says, not because they are personal friends with him. This
mechanism of following is different from friendship in other sites such as Facebook,
where connections between people are always reciprocal and require confirmation from
both sides.
A typical Twitter user picks a list of followees by hand and monitors her home timeline
over time. Figure 4.1 shows the home timeline of a Twitter user. People can also discover
information outside their home timeline in a number of ways, including typing the
username of an arbitrary user to see her stream, checking the most popular topics across
the whole Twitter site, searching for tweets over the whole Twitter site by keywords, or
using one of many third party services that support exploration on Twitter.

4.3 Recommender Design
As we described earlier, one of the research goal of this chapter is to explore promising
designs of information recommenders on Twitter. We form the design space of our
recommender algorithms into three dimensions: (1) how to select candidate URLs, (2)
how to use content information, and (3) how to use social information. We illustrate the
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full design space in Table 4.1, where each cell is a possible design choice we can make in
one of the three dimensions.
Design Dimension
Candidate-Set: Selecting Candidate Set
Ranking-Topic: Ranking Using Topic Relevance

Possible Design Choices
FoF (followee-of-followees)
Self-Topic score

Popular

Followee-Topic score

Vote score

Ranking-Social: Ranking Using Social Voting

None
None

Table 4.1. The design space of the recommender, spanning 2x3x2=12 possible algorithms.

We discuss each of the three dimensions, and how we choose one design in each
dimension in the following subsections. We then describe how we combine these designs
in the three dimensions to create 2x3x2=12 different algorithms for the recommender.
We did not consider collaborative filtering in our design, as this would require each URL
to have feedback from several users to compute reliable recommendations. Moreover, the
real-time value of URLs on Twitter requires recommenders to consider new URLs as
soon as possible. Under those two constraints, in order to obtain enough feedback for
URLs before they become too old to be valuable, the recommender needs a large volume
of real-time usage data, as demonstrated in the Google News recommender (Das et al.,
2007). However, since we do not have access to large amounts of usage data, this is not a
viable option for us. As a result, in formulating our design space, we focused on using
content of the tweets and information from social processes.
4.3.1 Dimension 1: Selecting the Candidate Set

In building our Twitter based URL recommender, we must first select a limited candidate
set of URLs for recommendations due to the high volume of tweets on Twitter.
According to TweeSpeed.com, as of September 2009 when we launched the
recommender, there were already 400,000 to 1,400,000 tweets sent through Twitter per
hour. Scanning those tweets for URLs in real time is a great technical challenge. Given
limited access to tweets and processing capabilities, our first design question is how to
select the most promising candidate set of URLs to consider for recommendations.
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Our problem of selecting a candidate set of URLs bears similarities to prior work on
scalable recommenders (Sarwar et al., 2002; Rashid et al., 2006), because they
encountered the same challenge of not being able to process the full dataset due to its
scale.
In particular, Sarwar et al. (2002) have shown that by considering only a small
neighborhood of people around the end user, we can reduce the set of items to consider,
and at the same time expect recommendations of similar or higher quality. While Sarwar
et al. built the neighborhood based on similarity in preferences, for a Twitter user we
limit our consideration to her social neighborhood: for a user Alice, we consider only
URLs posted by her followees and followees of followees.
This scheme makes sense intuitively on Twitter as well: Imagine Alice follows Bob. In
doing this, Alice has treated Bob as a promising information source. As a result, it is
reasonable to assume that Alice’s interest in URLs from Bob and people that Bob
considers promising should be higher than URLs from a random stranger on Twitter.
This comes from the principle of locality.
A second intuition is the popularity of URLs: URLs that are posted all over Twitter are
probably more interesting than those rarely mentioned by anyone. Popular Twitter news
website Tweetmeme.com operates with this intuition, where users can browse the most
popular URLs in the last 24 hours or in the last week on Twitter. This approach yields an
alternative way of choosing the candidate set: popular URLs on Twitter. We use the
public API from Tweetmeme to gather such URLs.
In summary, we decided to consider two approaches in selecting candidate sets of URLs,
referred as FoF (followee-of-followees) and Popular. Because URLs posted on Twitter
are usually highly interesting only within a small timeframe, we further limit our
consideration to URLs created within the last 7 days.
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4.3.2 Dimension 2: Ranking URLs Using Topic Relevance

Using topic relevance is an established approach to compute recommendations (Pazzani
et al., 1996; Balabanović et al., 1997; Mooney et al. 2000; Melville et al., 2001; Geyer et
al., 2008). The topic interest of a user is modeled from text content the user has interacted
with before, and candidate items are ranked by how well they match the topic interest
profile of the user.
Following the approach in Pazzani et al. (1996), we build a bag-of-words profile for each
Twitter user. Unlike in Pazzani et al., where the profile consists of words from web pages
that the user has rated explicitly, here we build the profiles from words that users have
included in their tweets.
We create the bag-of-words profile in a way similar to our approach in Section 3.3.1: We
extract and stem words from all tweets we collected, and then filter them through a
standard stop word list. Then for each user u we create a profile – a vector
Vu =( v u (w1 ) ,…, v u ( wm ) ), where m is the total number of distinct words in all tweets, and
each v u (wi ) measures u’s interest in word wi . The value of v u (wi ) is calculated
following a similar term-frequency inverse-user-frequency weighting as in Section 3.3.1:
TFu ( wi )=(frequency of word wi in u ’s tweets)
IUFu ( wi )=log[(#all users)/(#users using word wi at least once)]
v u (wi ) = TFu ( wi ) ⋅ IUFu ( wi ), and then normalized so that the norm of Vu is 1.
Intuitively, high TF of a word means that the user mentions the word frequently,
indicating higher interest, while high IUF of a word means that few other users mention
this word, indicating that the word can better distinguish one user from other users.
This approach builds u’s profile from u’s own tweets, which we later refer to as u’s SelfProfile. It assumes that u’s interest can be modeled by what u talks about, and thus
captures u’s interest as an information producer.
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However, u’s Self-Profile may not capture u’s interest as an information gatherer, for u
may follow many different other users. For example, u may tweet only about HCI
research, but follow people not only for HCI research but also pop music. In this case, u’s
Self-Profile will capture HCI research, but miss pop music completely.
To capture u’s interest as an information gatherer, we build another profile for u, referred
to as u’s Followee-Profile, by combining the Self-Profiles of u’s followees. Prior works
(Balabanović et al., 1997; Melville et al., 2001) have demonstrated the effectiveness of
combining text content from a user group to capture the interest of single user, although
their motivation is to solve the cold-start problem and the data sparsity problem, and not
to model a different type of interest.
We build u’s Followee-Profile as follows: For each of u’s followees f, we produce f ‘s
Self-Profile vector as V f =( v f ( w1 ) ,…, v f (wm ) ). Meanwhile, from all the words that f
has mentioned at least once, we choose the top 20% words wi ,…, w j whose associated
v f ( wi ) ,… v f ( w j ) values in V f are the highest. Finally, from the words we have chosen

as the top 20%, we remove words that none of u’s other followees has mentioned.
We call the resulting set of words f’s high-interest words, because intuitively they are the
words that f is most interested in as information producers. We remove words that only f
mentions because otherwise many incidental words that only f cares about would be
included, bringing in too much noise into the model.
We then compute u’s Followee-Profile from the high-interest words of u’s followees. u’s
Followee-Profile takes the same form as Self-Profile, and uses the same IUF as in SelfProfile. We however use a different TF value here:
FTFu ( wi )=(#u ’s followees who have wi as their high-interest words).
Intuitively, high FTF of a word in u’s Followee-Profile means that many of u ’s
followees commonly tweet using the word. Thus, by modeling from salient words used
by people that u decides to follow, u ’s Followee-Topic captures u ’s interest as an
information gatherer.
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The topic of a URL can also be modeled as a word vector. Its formulation is the same as
Self-Profile of a user, except that in this case the TF is the number of times a word has
been used to describe the URL in tweets. Intuitively, the more often a word has been used
to describe a URL, the more likely the word is relevant to the URL. This approach has
the benefit that the topic of the URL can be modeled independently from the actual web
page content. Ignoring the web page content enables us to model the topics of URLs that
contain little reliable textual content in themselves, such as URLs of images and videos
(e.g., TwitPic and TwitVid).
When a URL is only mentioned in a small number of tweets, the topic vector of the URL
can be too sparse to be matched against user topic profiles. For instance, in the extreme
case that a URL is only described by one tweet “Best of Show CES 2011: The Motorola
Atrix http://tcrn.ch/e0g3Oh”, the URL is likely interesting to a reader who talked about
smartphones a lot. However, it would be challenging for the recommender to find a
match between the URL and the user, because the word “smartphone” did not appear in
the tweet. As a result, in these cases we also incorporate additional topic keywords into
the vector so as to enrich the content of the vector. We identify these additional topic
keywords through the TweeTopic technique (Bernstein et al., 2010). The detail of this
technique is as follows: We first feed each tweet associated with the URL to the Yahoo!
BOSS search API. Yahoo BOSS will then search the tweet within its web corpus, and
return a list of relevant web pages, each associated with several salient keywords
identified in a TF-IDF-like fashion. We then collect keywords that appear multiple times
in the list as our output, as they are more likely to be relevant to the original tweet. This
approach has allowed us to discover additional keywords relevant to the tweet description
of the URL from the whole web corpus behind Yahoo search.
Given the topic profile vector for a user (either Self-Profile or Followee-Profile) and the
topic vector for an URL, we compute the cosine similarity between the two vectors as the
topic relevance score between the user and the URL. Given the score, we then
recommend the URLs with highest scores. Relevance ranking with cosine similarity is
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commonly used in information retrieval, and has been used for recommenders as well
(Pazzani et al., 1996).
We refer to the topic relevance score using Self-Profile as Self-Topic, and the score using
Followee-Profile as Followee-Topic. Intuitively, a high Self-Topic score means that the
URL matches the user’s interest as information producer, while a high Followee-Topic
score means that the URL matches the user’s interest as information gatherer.
4.3.3 Dimension 3: Ranking URLs Using Social Voting

We draw insight from Hill et al. (1996) to utilize social processes for recommendation.
Hill et al. described a social filtering system that recommends news URLs on Usenet
newsgroups. The system works like a within-group popular vote: in each group (e.g.
comp.software), it recommends most popular URLs on a “one person, one vote” basis –
the more people in the group who mention a URL, the more likely the URL will be
recommended.
This approach is easily adapted to Twitter, by replacing the notion of a newsgroup with a
user’s followee-of-followee neighborhood. Assuming the user has a stable interest and
follows people according to that interest, people in the neighborhood should be similar
minded enough so that voting on the neighborhood can function effectively just like
within a Usenet newsgroup of a specific topic.
However, the “one person, one vote” basis in the approach above may not be the best
design choice in Twitter, because some people may be more trustworthy than others as
information sources. Andersen et al. (2008) discussed several key insights in their theory
of trust-based recommender systems, one of which is trust propagation. Intuitively, trust
propagation means my trust in Alice will increase when the people whom I trust also
show trust in Alice. Following this argument, a person who is followed by many of a
user’s followees is more trustworthy as an information source, and thus should be granted
more power in the voting process.
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Another intuition on Twitter regards the frequency with which a person tweets. On
Twitter, because active users are often so overwhelmed, they often prefer people who do
not post too often, and Ramage et al. (2010) has found “too many posts” as a top reason
for un-following people on Twitter. We thus weight people differently based on their
tweet frequency, and grant people who tweet less frequently more vote power. The
design intuition was to penalize those who post random chattering or fun videos every
hour, and favor those who only post when they feel the information is truly worthwhile to
share.
Based on these design intuitions, we define our weighted voting process as follows: For a
user u , the vote score of a URL is the total vote power of all u ’s followees-of-followees
who have mentioned the URL, following the intuition of popular vote. The vote power of
a followee-of-followee f is defined to be proportional to the logarithm of the number of
u ’s followees who follow f , following the intuition that more trustworthy people
should have more vote power. Meanwhile, the vote power of f is also made proportional
to the logarithm of the average time interval between f ’s consecutive tweets, following
the intuition regarding tweet frequency.
If a URL has never been mentioned by any followee-of-followees, its vote score is as if it
was mentioned by a single person with the lowest possible voting power.
We refer to the vote score computed above simply as Vote. We pick URLs with high Vote
scores as recommendations.
4.3.4 Recommender Algorithms

We introduced the three design dimensions of our recommendation algorithm. In
particular we described two approaches for selecting candidate URLs, two approaches of
using topic relevance to rank URLs, and one approach of using social voting to rank
URLs.
We construct recommendation algorithms through a two-step paradigm of “choose and
rank” – the algorithm first chooses a candidate set, and then chooses a ranking function
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for ranking the URLs within the candidate set. From there the algorithm recommends the
highest ranked candidate URLs to end users.
In the first step, the algorithm chooses the candidate set by applying one of the two
approaches in Dimension 1: Candidate-Set (FoF or Popular), as illustrated in the first row
in Table 4.1.
In the second step, the algorithm composes a ranking function by choosing ranking scores
from Dimension 2: Ranking-Topic and Dimension 3: Ranking-Social. For each
dimension, we choose one score to include in the ranking function, or choose not to
include any score on that dimension. Therefore, as shown in the second and third row in
Table 4.1, we have three choices on Dimension 2: Ranking-Topic (Self-Topic, FolloweeTopic, or None), and have two choices on Dimension 3: Ranking-Social (Vote or None).
If the algorithm only chooses the score from one dimension and chooses None from the
other dimension, the algorithm ranks using the score of the chosen dimension alone. If
the algorithm chooses both a topic score and a social score (i.e. Self-Topic with Vote or
Followee-Topic with Vote), we rank URLs using the product of the two scores to rank.
Finally, if neither is used (i.e. None with None), we rank URLs randomly from the
candidate set.
Following the two steps above, we have in total 2 (candidate URLs) x 3 (topic) x 2
(social) = 12 possible algorithm designs. We implemented all the 2x3x2=12 algorithms in
this design space so that we could compare the algorithms side by side and investigate the
effect of each design choice. The 12 algorithms are listed as below:
• FoF-None-None
• Popular-None-None
• FoF-Self-None
• Popular-Self-None
• FoF-Followee-None
• Popular-Followee-None
• FoF-None-Vote
• Popular-None-Vote
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• FoF-Self-Vote
• Popular-Self-Vote
• FoF-Followee-Vote
• Popular-Followee-Vote

From an engineering perspective, algorithms with the FoF candidate set posted a high
demand on data storage and computation power, because these algorithms require
collecting and processing tweets from each user’s extended social network on Twitter,
which often contains thousands of people per user. In practice, our first prototype
implementation utilizing a MySQL database for storage and a single workstation for
computation was overloaded and became unusable when we tried to serve roughly 400
users, due to constant database deadlocks and memory contentions.
We therefore resorted to re-implement the system using the MapReduce framework to
distribute the storage and the computation to a cluster of 24 machines. The new
implementation required substantial programming effort due to the requirement of the
MapReduce framework; at the same time, utilizing MapReduce ensured that there would
be no further database or memory problems, as there was no central database storage and
the memory usage on each machine was bounded. An alternative to the distributed reimplementation is keeping the prototype while collecting tweets only from a part of each
user’s extended social network. We did not pick this alternative solution as we hoped to
evaluate the algorithms as-is.

4.4 Pilot Interviews
We first conducted pilot interviews to elicit early qualitative feedback of our algorithm
design and to inform the UI design of the recommender.
4.4.1 Methodology

We invited a small sample of four active Twitter users to participate in in-person semistructured interviews (Gubrium et al., 2001). All four subjects were recruited locally from
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Palo Alto Research Center. Of the four subjects, three were male, one was female, and all
were in their 20s or 30s. Occupations ranged from full-time employee to contractor to
summer intern.
The interview lasted a total of 30-60 minutes per subject, and was split into two parts
with differing focuses. All interviews were audio-taped and later transcribed for further
analysis.
The first part of the interview focused on general information gathering on Twitter.
Subjects were asked to open up Twitter with their most commonly used client software,
and to answer specific questions in order to initiate discussions.
The questions were as follows:
1. Do you use Twitter to keep track of news of current events?
2. Do you read all the tweets in your Twitter stream?
3. Do you filter the tweets in your stream using another service?
4. Pick a person you follow on Twitter. Why did you decide to follow him/her?
5. Pick another person you follow. Why did you decide to follow him/her?
6. Pick a third person you follow. Why did you decide to follow him/her?
7. Pick a URL in your Twitter stream. Would you follow the URL, why or why not?
8. Pick another URL in your stream. Would you follow the URL, why or why not?
9. Pick a third URL in your stream. Would you follow the URL, why or why not?
10. Find a URL that you did follow previously. Was the content interesting?
11. Find a URL that you did not follow previously, and follow the URL now. Is the
content interesting?
The second part of the interview was focused on qualitative comparison of algorithms,
where we showed subjects top recommendations from different algorithms. When
showing the recommendations, we explained the underlying algorithms at a very high
level (e.g. this algorithm selects URLs from people you follow and use topic relevance to
recommend, etc.), and asked them to comment on the recommended URLs. We chose to
explain the algorithm to subjects, because besides comparing algorithm performance we
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also hoped to understand from the subjects 1) whether the design intuitions behind the
algorithms make sense, 2) whether the results of the algorithms have reflected the design
intuitions, and 3) their preference of different algorithms and design intuitions.
For each subject, we showed the top 10 recommendations from each of the following 6
algorithms:
• FoF-None-None
• Popular-None-None
• FoF-Self-None
• FoF-Followee-None
• FoF-None-Vote
• FoF-Self-Vote

4.4.2 Results

We summarize the highlights of the first part of the interview in Table 4.2, from which
we have drawn several insights:
1) People are often overwhelmed by the amount of tweets, and filtering is often desired.
2) For a tweet that contains a URL, who posted the tweet is often important for deciding
whether the URL within the tweet would be followed or ignored. People are more likely
to follow a URL if the URL is from a trusted source, a friend, or a celebrity.
3) The content of the tweet is important for determining whether the URL would be
followed as well. People often follow a URL only when the topic of the tweet and the
URL seems relevant to their interest.
We believe that 1) supports the motivation behind our recommender, while 2) and 3)
support our decision in making recommendations based on topic and social information.
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Question

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Subject 4

1. Use Twitter
for tracking
news?

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

2. Read all the
tweets?

No

No

No, but I used to read all
my tweets. Now I am
overwhelmed.

Yes

3. Filter
tweets using
another
service?

Groups on
TweetDeck, read
top tweets in each
group

TweetDeck, but do not use
its grouping feature

No. I have tried different
things, but nothing works

No

4. Why
follow this
person?

Shared interest,
know in real life

Know in real life

Celebrity in a topic of
interest. Know in real life

Celebrity. Fun person.

5. Why
follow this
person?

Friend of friend,
know in real life

Celebrity. Not a person,
but a group.

Through other people's
retweeting

Import contacts from
other source such as
email contacts.

6. Why
follow this
person?

Shared interest in
Iphone: is not a
person, it's a
company. Found
on Iphone interest
list

Friend of friend, know in
real life

Shared interest

Import contacts from
other source such as
email contacts..

7. Why or
why not
follow this
URL?

Reading context:
Probably follow
when at home

Already seen through
other channels.

Tweet matters: I never
click on the url before I
read the tweett associated
with it.

Not interested in the
topic

8. Why or
why not
follow this
URL?

Recency: [Shows]
an event I know
and has "tonight"

Not interesting - tweet
conveyed enough content
to dismiss: I haven't found
it interesting, and because
of the tweet I didn't need to
click the URL to find out
the content.

Topic not right for
reading now: Probably
not. It seems to be a
humor. If I had time I
might, but I am more
interested in URLs with
topic I am interested in.

Yes, viewing medium
matters: Because I am
curious about the thing.
It also depends on where
I am. I am more likely to
follow on web broswers
than on Iphone.

9. Why or
why not
follow this
URL?

Reading context:
Probably follow
later

Interesting topic

Source and keywords:
Yes, I trust this person, the
tweets have keywords I am
interested in.

Yes. Funny to see.

10. Previously
followed
URL
interesting?

Deeper dive:
know what it
would be about
from the tweet,
follow to see more
details

Interesting topic

Content not interesting

Deeper dive: know what
it would be about from
the tweet, follow to see
more details

11. Previously
ignored URL
interesting?

Topic vs.
Content: Concept
was more
interesting than the
content

Not enough information
in the tweet: wouldn't
click the URL unless the
tweet contains interesting
information.

Content not interesting

Depending on the topic

Table 4.2. Summary of the interviews on information gathering on Twitter. The interview contains 11
questions for each subject, and all questions were asked in order. The answers to the questions were taped,
transcribed and summarized after the interviews.
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These insights also helped us decided the information we present in our recommendation
to end users. Because of the importance of the topic and the tweet, we decided to show
the title of page pointed by the URL saliently in the recommendation, and also show the
text of the tweet so as to give context to the URL. Similarly because people often
evaluate URLs in tweets based on the author of the tweets, we always show the user
name and the portrait of the author so that users can easily recognize authors that they
trust.
In the second part of the interview, we have found that subjects can usually notice the
difference between URLs from the Popular source and the FoF source, and notice the
difference caused by the utilization of topic relevance, and notice the difference caused
by the utilization of social voting. We observed no clear difference between Self-Topic
and Followee-Topic, and recommendations from these two approaches were received
similarly among the four subjects.
Multiple subjects in the second part of the interview mentioned that their preferences of
different recommendation algorithms depend on context, and in particular mentioned the
trade-off of relevance vs. serendipity. We will further discuss this point in the discussion
section later (Section 4.6.3).

4.5 Controlled Field Study
Based on the result of pilot interviews, we deployed the recommender publicly and
conducted a controlled field study to quantitatively compare different algorithms. We in
particular have the following five research questions we sought to answer through the
study:
Q1. Do the approaches of ranking using topic relevance help at all, and if yes, which one
is better?
Q2. Does ranking using social voting process help?
Q3. Which source of candidate URLs is better?
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Q4. If both topic relevance ranking and social voting process help, do their benefits
complement each other?
Q5. Among all 12 algorithms, which one performs the best?
4.5.1 Methodology

We conducted the field study on our publicly available recommender website –
zerozero88.com. We publicized the site as a news recommendation service based on
Twitter.

Figure 4.2. A screenshot of the URL recommendation widget on Zerozero88. The title of the URL is
shown on the top, and users provide feedback through the ratio buttons labeled “interested” and “not
interested”. At the bottom shows three tweets that contain the same URL for providing context of the
recommendation. Note that URLs in the tweets were shortened, and therefore appeared differently.

We recruited subjects through word-of-mouth on Twitter, where we simply asked people
to try a new recommender designed for Twitter users. As such, all subjects were already
Twitter users and none of them were paid. To make sure that the algorithms had enough
data to compute recommendations, we required subjects to have at least 20 followees and
50 tweets.
We made the recommender service freely available. However, before qualifying subjects
could use the service, we required them to rate our different recommendation algorithms
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for analysis. We also asked subjects to complete a brief questionnaire focused on the
types of news they track on Twitter.
For each subject, each of the 12 algorithms independently recommended its five highestranked URLs. URLs recommended by the 12 algorithms were then combined and
randomized. We displayed each URL within a recommendation widget (Figure 4.2)
which shows the title, URL address, and up to three tweets that mentioned the URL to
provide context. In choosing the three tweets to display, we preferred tweets from
followees or followee-of-followees of the subject, if there were any.
Subjects rated each URL as either interesting or not. When algorithm A and B both
recommend the same URL, we only showed one copy of the URL to the user. The user’s
rating for the URL was then reflected in the scores for both algorithm A and B, to ensure
a fair comparison among all algorithms.
In the end, in the dataset for the following data analysis, every one of the 12 algorithms
has exactly 5 binary rating samples per subject, with possible duplicated ratings for
recommendations shared between algorithms. No algorithm was penalized due to
duplication or ordering.
Subject

Candidate
Set

RankingTopic

RankingSocial

Seq

Interest

Alice

FoF

Self-Topic

Vote

1

1

Alice

FoF

Self-Topic

Vote

2

0

Bob

Popular

None

None

5

0

Table 4.3. Format of the dataset gathered in controlled field study.

4.5.2 Results

We ran the field experiment for three weeks and collected results from 44 subjects. Our
subjects tracked diverse types of news on Twitter, including local news, entertainment,
and technology (Figure 4.3). In total, the subjects produced ratings for 2640 (possibly
non-unique) URLs, resulting in a dataset similar to that illustrated in Table 4.3.
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In the dataset, each row represents a rating of a URL from a subject. CandidateSet,
Ranking-Topic and Ranking-Social encode the algorithm that generates the URL, and
Seq distinguishes the 5 URLs for a single subject-algorithm pair. Interest encodes a
binary interest rating from the subject (interested/ not interested), where 1 means that the
subject thought the URL was interesting.
Kids/youth news
Health/medicine
Cooking/cuisine
Style/fashion
Automobiles
Technology/Science
Tourism/travel tips
Arts, culture, literature
Entertainment
Weather
Sports
Politics
Business/finance/economy
International news
Local/domestic news

2.3%
11.4%
11.4%
2.3%
4.5%

90.9%

4.5%

0%

31.8%
36.4%
6.8%
18.2%
29.5%
38.6%
47.7%
54.5%
20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Figure 4.3. Percentages of field study subjects who use Twitter to track different types of news.
Subjects were asked to check all types of news they track on Twitter from a list we supply at the beginning
of the study.

We analyzed our dataset using logistic regression. Logistic regression uses input
variables to predict the probability of a binary output – in our case, how likely the interest
value would be 1 given a specific algorithm design. For regression problems with binary
outputs as in our case, logistic regression is superior to commonly used ordinary linear
regression with ANOVA (Allison, 1999).
We use the GENMOD procedure in SAS to perform logistic regressions in our study
(Allison, 1999). GENMOD has the ability to model correlated data, which is necessary
for our dataset: URL ratings are nested within subjects and should thus be assumed
correlated. Further, because rating samples of two algorithms will be identical if both
samples are obtained from the same subject regarding the same URL, we have introduced
additional within-subject correlation to the dataset. GENMOD can estimate significance
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of factors using either Wald tests or score tests. The two kinds of tests agreed
qualitatively throughout our study, and as a result we report only Wald test results.
Research Question 1, 2 and 3: Main Effects

To answer questions 1, 2, and 3, we built Model 1, which predicts the probability of
Interest being 1 (the subject being interested in the URL) using CandidateSet, RankingTopic and Ranking-Social as factors. This regression tells us whether the probability of
generating interesting URLs would change significantly if we change our choice on one
design dimension, such as changing the way of selecting candidate sets from Popular to
FoF, or changing the way of ranking by topic relevance from None to Self-Topic.
In Model 1, we found a significant increase in the probability when changing RankingTopic from None to Self-Topic (beta=0.58, Z=4.95, p<.001), and to Followee-Topic
(beta=0.27, Z=2.48, p=.01). The increase from Self-Topic is larger than from FolloweeTopic (0.58 vs. 0.27), and this difference is significant (Chi-sq(1)=14.89, p<.001). These
results answer Q1: Both ways of ranking URLs using topic relevance help, and using
Self-Topic works better than using Followee-Topic.
We also observed a significant increase in the probability when changing Rank-Social
from None to Vote (beta=1.02, Z=6.53, p<.001). This answers Q2: Using the social
voting process indeed helps.
We observed an increase in the probability when changing CandidateSet from Popular to
FoF; the increase evinced a trend but was not significant (beta=0.22, Z=1.78, p=.08). This
answers question 3: FoF might be working better than Popular.
Research Question 4: Interaction Effects

To answer question 4, we built Model 2 by adding an interaction term between RankingTopic and Ranking-Social into Model 1. Model 2 can tell us whether the increase caused
by using a topic relevance approach is dependent on whether social voting is used or not.
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With the interaction effect added, the estimated beta coefficients of other factors in
Model 2 varied from Model 1, but no change in sign or level of significance happened.
We observed in Model 2 a significant negative interaction effect for both Self-Topic *
Vote (beta= -0.76, Z= -4.04, p<.001) and Followee-Topic * Vote (beta= -0.39, Z= -2.19,
p=.03). This indicates a diminished return between each pair of combinations, i.e. the
benefits by having both topic relevance ranking and social voting process are smaller
than the sum of the benefits they have individually.
We can quantitatively estimate the degree to which the benefit diminishes from beta
values in Model 2. All beta values in logistic regressions can be transformed into oddsratio effects, i.e. how much more likely the algorithm would produce interesting URLs
than non-interesting ones.
For example, in Model 2 the beta of Vote for Ranking-Social is 1.40, which means that
adding the social voting process alone has an odds-ratio of exp(1.40) = 4.06, i.e. the
system is 4.06 times more likely than before to generate interesting URLs than noninteresting ones. Similarly, using Self-Topic ranking alone has an odds-ratio of 2.59.
However, when we combine Self-Topic with Vote, because the two have a significant
interaction effect of odds-ratio exp(-0.76) = 0.47, the combined odds-ratio is 4.06 * 2.59
* 0.47 = 4.94, instead of 4.06 * 2.59 = 10.52 if the two were independent. In terms of
odds-ratio, a Self-Topic plus Vote combo is 90% better than using Self-Topic alone and
22% better than using Vote alone.
Repeating the above process between Vote and Followee-Topic in Model 2, we found
that their combined odds-ratio is 4.06 * 1.60 * 0.68 = 4.41. Given that the odds-ratio of
Vote alone is already 4.06, adding Followee-Topic on top of Vote provides less than 10%
additional benefit in the odds-ratio of recommending interesting URLs.
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Research Question 5: Best Performing Algorithm

To answer question 5, we built Model 3, which predicts the probability of interest using
CandidateSet, Rank-Topic and Rank-Social combined as a single factor. This allows us to
compare all 12 algorithms individually side by side.
The result from Model 3 suggests that the combination of FoF on CandidateSet, SelfTopic on Ranking-Topic and Vote on Ranking-Social has the highest probability of
producing interesting URLs. Using p-value < 0.05 as the cut-off, this algorithm is
statistically indistinguishable from Popular-Self-Vote, FoF-Followee-Vote, PopularFollowee-Vote and Popular-None-Vote. Nevertheless, it is significantly better than the
other 7 algorithms.
Figure 4.4 illustrates this result by showing the percentage of interesting URLs produced
by each of the 12 algorithms.
Popular-None-None

32.50%

FoF-None-None

33.00%
35.38%

Popular-Followee-None

51.17%

Popular-Self-None
FoF-Followee-None

53.05%
61.11%

FoF-Self-None

65.58%

FoF-None-Vote
Popular-None-Vote

67.74%

Popular-Followee-Vote

67.91%

FoF-Followee-Vote

68.84%

Popular-Self-Vote

69.30%

FoF-Self-Vote

72.09%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Figure 4.4. A comparison of recommender algorithms by interesting URLs recommended in the field
study. For each algorithm, each subject was asked to rate 5 URLs recommended from the algorithm, each
as interesting or not interesting. The figure shows the overall percentage of URLs that were rated as
interesting for each algorithm. FoF-Self-Vote at the bottom is significantly better than the top 7 algorithms
in the list.
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4.6 Discussion
4.6.1 Understanding the Effectiveness of Our Approach

We summarize the results of the controlled field study qualitatively in Table 4.4. We
have found favorable results regarding the effectiveness of recommenders. In the best
performing algorithm, our Twitter recommender can provide up to 72% interesting items.
Modeling the topic interest of users and leveraging a social voting process were both
beneficial for recommending URLs on Twitter.
Q#

Research Question

1

Is the Topic relevance helpful?

2

Is the Social voting process
helpful?

3

How to selecting candidate set?

4

How well topic relevance ranking
and social voting process work
together?

5

Which algorithm seems best?

Answer
Yes, and Self-Topic (relevance to one’s own tweets) is significantly better
than Followee-Topic (relevance to followees’ tweets).
Yes.
FoF (followee-of-followees) seems to be a bit better than Popular, but the
difference is not significant.
There is a diminishing return when combining the two approaches. Social
voting is the biggest contributor in itself. On top of that, Self-Topic adds
22%, and Followee-Topic adds less than 10%.
The best performing algorithm is FoF-Self-Vote (This algorithm selects
URLs posted by followee-of-followees, and ranks them by both relevance
to user’s own tweets and social voting).

Table 4.4. Summary of quantitative results of the controlled field study. This table provides a quick
summary of the results described in Section 4.5.2 with respect to the five research questions described at
the beginning of Section 4.5.

The degree of such benefits can be understood more intuitively from several reference
points in Figure 4.4. For example, Popular-None-None recommends URLs randomly
from most popular URLs on Twitter. Looking at its recommendations would be close to
looking at the front page of a popular URL aggregator such as Tweetmeme. As Figure 4
suggests, on average the chance that such a random popular URL would be interesting is
32.5%.
Likewise, looking at URLs recommended by FoF-None-None is more or less similar to
scanning one’s own stream and streams of followees. There is a 33.0% chance that a
URL in there would be interesting to read.
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Our ranking techniques can greatly increase this chance, and we found the social voting
technique to be hugely effective – as shown in Figure 4.4, the six algorithms utilizing
social voting completely dominated the other six algorithms. For popular URLs, PopularNone-Vote recommends interesting URLs 67.7% of the time, more than doubling the
chance compared to the 32.5% chance of Popular-None-None. Similarly, for URLs from
followees-of-followees, FoF-None-Vote recommends interesting URLs 65.6% of the
time, whereas only 33.0% of the URLs from FoF-None-None are interesting.
The best performing algorithm overall is FoF-Self-Vote. By combining topic profiles
built from users’ own tweets and the social voting technique, this algorithm recommends
interesting URLs 72.1% of the time.
We also examined transcriptions from the pilot interviews and found explanations for
improvements from the user’s point of view. For example, with respect to Social Voting,
one participant reported: “The fact that a few different people retweet it may make it
more likely [to be interesting.]” In this case, the interviewee is following the tweets of
others, and he particularly pays attention when multiple others in his stream are agreeing.
4.6.2 Generalizability of Our Approach

We believe that our algorithms are general enough that they can function and provide
benefits not only in Twitter but also in other social network sites, because fundamentally
the algorithms assume little that is specific to Twitter: (1) Our model of topic interest is
widely used in other domains, and only requires that users or their friends send and
receive text updates. (2) Our social voting process requires explicit social interaction
between users, which is present in many different types of online services. (3) While in
this study we recommend URLs in particular, we did not use the content of the pages at
the URL; instead, we relied on the tweets that described the URLs As such, our
techniques can be used to recommend other content, such as images or videos, as long as
each piece of content can be associated with text messages. Therefore, one can adapt our
system to recommend photos on Facebook or news stories on Google Reader.
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Moving away from traditional social network sites, if members of an open source project
use RSS feeds to track their work and send each other messages for coordination, our
system can recommend them work items and bug reports. As another example, if we
view emails sent over time as streams and view sending and receiving email as social
interaction, we can adapt our system to recommend useful tips, proposals and meeting
calls within an enterprise email system.
However, we would like to caution designers that, in other domains, the degree of
benefits from algorithms might vary dramatically from this study. For example, in our
study we found modeling user interests as information producers (Self-Topic) being
superior to modeling their interests as information seekers (Followee-Topic). This result
may be due to many Twitter users producing information actively but not following a
coherent set of people with a single interest. If this were true, it would provide reliable
information to the producer model and make the seeker model noisy. In other domains,
the user behavior may be different and yield different results.
As another example, our social voting process assumes people subscribing to the message
stream of a user based on how valuable the user is as an information source. Therefore,
its results may become inferior in other domains where the semantics of subscription is
different. For instance, in Facebook, subscribing to one’s status updates is more likely
due to friendship than to expected information value, so Facebook recommenders might
benefit more by leveraging tie-strength instead of a voting process.
4.6.3 Distinguishing Algorithms: Relevance vs. Serendipity

We found no significant difference between the two ways of selecting candidate URL
sets. Comparing the 12 algorithms individually, we found the bottom five algorithms in
Figure 4.4 to be statistically indistinguishable from each other. However, this does not
necessarily mean that those algorithms are the same, because the needs of users can be
much more nuanced than what can be expressed in a simple binary rating.
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Indeed, several subjects in our pilot interviews mentioned a key distinguishing factor that
they care about – whether the algorithm provides more relevance or serendipity. For
example, one participant expressed that she wanted affirmation of what is already known
or familiar as opposed to discovery of new or contrary ideas:
“There is a tension between the discovery and the affirming aspect of things. I am
getting tweets about things that I am already interested in. Something I crave
when I am in a recommendation environment, where something is filtered, or
brought to the surface, is an element of surprise or whimsy. That's one of the
things I love about Twitter. Because in the RSS feeds you self-select things to get.
I am getting a lot of things I am interested in, but that is not necessarily a good
thing for me personally … I am also very interested when people take the opposite
point of view from the ‘mainstream’.”
Almost every design choice inevitably moves the system towards either relevance or
serendipity. For example, in our design, URLs from the local neighborhood (as in the
FoF candidate set) are more similar to what users already see in their own streams, while
globally popular URLs (as in the Popular candidate set) may contain more surprises.
Modeling interest using commonly used words in the local neighborhood (as in
Followee-Topic) and using local social voting (as in Vote) both make recommendations
relevant to locally prevalent interests, but rule out minority ideas. Finally, modeling
interest using words that the user tweets about (as in Self-Topic) promotes content
relevant to one’s previous speech and buries everything else.
Because users care about the balance between relevance and serendipity, designers may
want to research the preferences of users to tune the recommender accordingly. However,
having such knowledge beforehand may be hard because preferences vary between users.
First, the user’s preference may depend on the volume of the incoming stream. Some
users already receive too much to read in their own stream, so that they want to filter
away everything except the most relevant pieces. Other users may be more capable in
keeping up with the volume of contents in their incoming stream, and thus value
serendipity more. For example, among the four interview participants, the one with the
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highest number of followees and heaviest incoming tweet volume is the only one who
uses third-party tools to filter his stream. In contrast, another participant only follows a
few friends, has time to read every single tweet he receives and has no need for filtering
at all. Instead, he finds random popular URLs in our system quite interesting to read.
Second, the user’s opinion may depend on how he or she uses Twitter in comparison to
alternative channels. Some users receive news solely through Twitter, and thus want
more random discovery, while for others Twitter may serve a very specific information
need, such as keeping up with current HCI research. One participant described, “[I am
not interested] because those are just general news that I probably follow in some other
way and I don't need to come to Twitter.” Another concurred, saying “I am pretty good at
finding articles I like to read already” – he feels less of a need for a recommender service.
Third, users’ preferences may depend on the context in which information is received.
For example, while at work a user may be very task-focused and only read information
relevant to his or her job. But, at home that same user may be willing to entertain much
broader interests, including YouTube videos completely unrelated to work. One of our
interview participant remarked: “There are tweets that I am personally interested in and
tweets that I have for information gathering and documentation and recordkeeping
purposes.” Similarly, another said: “There are situations where I would look for
entertaining [URLs].”
One way to solve the problem without prior knowledge of user preference may be
constructing a recommender using many algorithms spreading over the spectrum of
relevance vs. serendipity. The system gathers user feedback, and over time learns
whether each user prefers algorithms that better support relevance or those that better
support serendipity. Then for each user, the system uses a personalized subset of
algorithms that the user prefers the most. The system may even learn preference changes
and adapt accordingly, such as supporting more relevance at work and supporting more
serendipity at home. In fact, zerozero88.com already uses a simple version of this idea:
After users have rated recommendations from all algorithms in the sign-up process, they
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will receive more recommendations from algorithms they have rated high and fewer from
algorithms they have rated low.
Our discussion above has revealed the contrast between relevance and serendipity, as
well as the impact of this contrast on recommender design in context of Twitter. While
the issue of serendipity has been raised in both web search (André et al., 2009) and
recommender systems (McNee et al., 2006), we are aware of little research in how this
issue plays out in recommenders on social network sites or message streams. Further
research on serendipity in this context may greatly enrich the user experiences of social
network sites and message streams in the future.
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Chapter 5: Recommending Conversation
In this chapter we discuss recommendation of conversations around one’s social network
and in particular examine the effect of usage purpose on the recommenders. For users of
popular microblogging site Twitter, we designed and implemented 5 recommendation
algorithms using thread length, topic relevance and tie-strength. We then conducted an
online user study with real Twitter users to understand their Twitter usage purposes, the
effectiveness of the algorithms, and how usage purpose affect algorithm effectiveness.

5.1 Background and Research Goals
Besides information gathering, the boom of real-time message streams has also made
social network sites a popular platform for conversations and informal discussions. For
instance, Java et al. (2007) has identified conversation as a major reason for using Twitter
since its early days. Honeycutt et al. (2009) and boyd et al. (2010) later analyzed Twitter
conversations in form of @replies and retweets, and empirically demonstrated the
prevalence of conversations on Twitter. Zhang et al. (2010) studied the usage of
enterprise social stream site Yammer, and found conversations to be a large part of
activity on Yammer.
These informal conversations on social network sites and social stream services facilitate
information exchange and social awareness, as well as help build common ground among
users (Zhao et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010). The importance of these conversations is
also demonstrated by the startups that have been formed to support the threading of
Twitter conversations (e.g. bettween.com, twonvo.com, tweetconvo.com).
However, not all conversations in these message streams are interesting to read. Active
Facebook users may receive over 100 conversations in their full feed per day, which they
often have neither time nor desire to read completely. Indeed, Honeycutt et al. (2009) and
Zhang et al. (2010) have both identified the difficulty of finding interesting conversation
as a challenge in social stream services such as Twitter and Yammer.
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As a result, to avoid flooding users with boring conversations, service providers often
selectively display conversations to users. Facebook uses the proprietary EdgeRank
algorithm, particularly favoring recent, long conversations related to close friends
(Kincaid, 2010). Instead, Twitter adopts simple rules to aggressively filter
correspondence between users. In fact, the filter on Twitter was so aggressive that some
users have wished Twitter to be more inclusive (refer to Section 5.2 for more details).
However, to date, little research has been published on techniques for finding interesting
conversations, despite their prevalence in social stream services.
In this chapter we study recommendation of conversations on Twitter, as a continuation
of Chapter 4. Compared to recommending information as in Chapter 4, a challenge in
finding interesting conversations is the mixture of informational and social purposes in a
social stream, and thus the potential diversity in user preferences for conversations.
Between a short exchange about Java programming and a lengthy discussion around
Alice’s recent trip to Japan, Bob may prefer the former because of his interest in
programming, while Charles may prefer the latter because he cares more about Alice. As
a more nuanced example, David may skip the exchange about programming despite his
interest in the topic, because the exchange itself is too short to be meaningful to him. Due
to this potential diversity in preferences and shifts in context, a single model of users’
interest is likely to be doomed to fail.
Through the study in this chapter we aim to achieve three high level research goals:
1) Exploring Purposes and Preferences: How do users differ on their preferences for
conversations? Do their preferences correlate with their usage purposes, i.e., whether
they use Twitter as an information medium or a social medium?
2) Comparing Algorithms: How effective are different algorithms in selecting
interesting conversations for recommendation?
3) Understanding Effects of Purposes and Preferences on Algorithms: Do usage
purposes of Twitter and preferences for different types of conversations affect algorithm
performance?
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5.2 Conversations on Twitter
As we introduced in Chapter 4, Twitter is a popular social network service, where users
can post short messages, known as tweets, each up to 140 characters long.
Users can direct a tweet to a particular user by adding an @ symbol and a user name (e.g.
@Alice) in front of the tweet. Such directed tweets are usually referred as @replies. An
@reply can be further replied to, constituting a chain of tweets in a conversation.
Since Twitter does not otherwise have a separate feature for conversations, most Twitter
users post a series of @replies to interested parties so as to engage in conversations (Java
et al., 2007; Honeycutt et al., 2009). Throughout this chapter, whenever we mention
conversation in the context of Twitter, we mean a tweet followed by a series of
interconnected @replies, which looks like the example below:
Alice: worked till midnight on my thesis yesterday.
Bob: @Alice are you going to graduate soon?
Alice: @Bob yeah, I’ll tell you the details some time.
The social network on Twitter is constructed by “follow” relationships. This relationship
is asymmetric – Alice can follow Bob without Bob following Alice back. As in Chapter
4, whenever Alice follows Bob, we refer to Alice as Bob’s follower, and Bob as Alice’s
followee. Further, if Alice and Bob follow each other, we refer to them as bi-directional
friends to each other.
Twitter users consume tweets mostly by reading their home timeline, a stream that
contains tweets posted by all their followees. As a result, an active Twitter user often
consciously follows people whom she is interested in reading from; her list of followees
may therefore include interesting strangers and exclude acquaintances who post lots of
boring tweets (Ramage et al., 2010).
Twitter has gone through several changes on how @replies should be included in the
home timeline. Originally Twitter did not treat @replies any differently in the home
timeline. An @reply posted from Alice to Bob would be included in Charles’ home
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timeline if Charles follows Alice, just like any other tweets posted by Alice. This practice
could cause confusion if Charles follows only Alice but not Bob, because he would only
receive half of the conversation, seeing replies from Alice but missing replies from Bob.
As a result, after several iterations of changes, in May 2009, Twitter added a mandatory
filter on @replies – an @reply would be included in the home timeline only if the user
follows both ends of the @reply. If Charles follows Alice but not Bob, he would miss all
@replies between Alice and Bob.
Message From

Message To

Would the Message Be Shown in the Stream?
Early Twitter

Followee or
Friend

Stranger

Followee or
Friend

Current Twitter
Yes

Yes

Maybe (determined
by EdgeRank
algorithm)

Stranger
Followee or
Friend

Facebook

No

No

Stranger

No

Table 5.1. A comparison of conversation filtering on Twitter and Facebook

Many believed such filtering is too aggressive. Popular IT blog TechCrunch and
ReadWriteWeb criticized the filter immediately after Twitter’s latest change. TechCrunch
articulated the benefit for not having this filter: “[disabling the filter would have] led to
an increase in noise, but it [would have] also exposed you to new Twitter users and
conversations that you might have otherwise missed out on”1. ReadWriteWeb compared
this filter to Facebook: “it's more fundamentally closed than Facebook is; on that site I
may not be able to view the profiles of strangers talking to my friends, but I can see that
the conversations are happening and I can read the comments.”2
Indeed, Facebook is more inclusive on conversations compared to Twitter. On Facebook,
all conversations that a friend participates in, including these involving strangers, are
included in the full “Most Recent” feed. Facebook then applies its EdgeRank algorithm to
selectively filter the full feed into the “Top News” feed on users’ homepages (Kincaid,

1

http://techcrunch.com/2009/05/12/twitter-decides-were-not-smart-enough-for-replies-changes-themagain/
2
http://www.readwriteweb.com/archives/twitter_puts_a_muzzle_on_your_friends_goodbye_peop.php
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2010). Table 5.1 summarizes how Twitter and Facebook have been filtering
conversations in their streams.
Facebook and Twitter also differ in how they display conversations in the stream.
Facebook groups all posts in one conversation together in its feed, allowing users to see
the whole conversation in one place. Twitter, in contrast, always displays tweets in
reverse chronological order. As a result, in a Twitter home timeline, two interconnected
@replies in one conversation may be separated by tens of other tweets that were posted
between them. This design has made keeping track a long conversation particularly
challenging on Twitter. In response, several third party services (e.g. bettween.com,
twonvo.com, tweetconvo.com) have provided threading displays of Twitter
conversations.

5.3 Recommender Design
The high level workflow of our conversation recommender is illustrated in Figure 5.1. To
recommend conversations for Alice, we begin by collecting all conversations that Alice’s
followees have participated in as candidate conversations, including conversations
between followees and non-followees. This candidate set is similar to Facebook’s
candidate set for EdgeRank, and is broader than what Twitter currently shows to users
(Table 5.1).
Collect Conversations Involving Alice’s Followees

Apply Different Algorithms to Rank Conversations

Display Highest Ranked Conversations to Alice
Figure 5.1. A flowchart showing how we recommend conversations for a user Alice

We then rank candidate conversations using different algorithms. We explore three
factors of conversations in our algorithm design: thread length, topic relevance, and tie76

strength. Below in this section we will discuss extensively the reason we choose each
factor, how we approach the factor computationally, and how we use these factors to
construct ranking algorithms.

Figure 5.2. A screenshot of a conversation shown in the recommender, displayed as a thread. All
tweets in the conversation are organized in chronological order, and the user provides feedback through the
rating widget on the left.

Finally, after ranking, we present the highest ranked conversations as recommendations.
We display each conversation as a thread (Figure 5.2), similar to Facebook and many
third party Twitter conversation threading services.
5.3.1 Factor 1: Thread Length

Thread length of a conversation is the number of tweets that the conversation contains.
This simple measure has been used to reflect how sustained a discussion is in newsgroups
and online forums (Guzdial et al., 2000). In this work we apply the same intuition on
Twitter conversations; that is, longer conversation threads are likely to be more sustained,
of richer content, and therefore more promising as interesting conversations.
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5.3.2 Factor 2: Topic Relevance

Topic relevance has been widely used to rank candidate items in recommender systems,
and has been successfully applied to message stream data as in Chapter 4 and by Ramage
et al. (2010).
Similar to our approach in Chapter 4, in order to measure the topic relevance of a
conversation to a user, we first build a topic profile vector for the user, then represent the
content of the conversation in a similar vector, and finally match the user topic profile
against the content of the conversation to compute a topic relevance score.
We build the topic profile of a Twitter user in the form of a bag-of-words vector,
following the Self-Profile approach in Chapter 4. Each dimension in the vector
corresponds to a word used on Twitter and is calculated based on how many times the
user has posted the specific word in her tweets, using a TF-IDF weighting scheme (Salton
et al., 1988). At a high level, Alice’s topic profile represents her topic interest by
capturing her interest in every word she has posted. That is, the more Alice posted the
word in her tweets, and the fewer other users posted the same word, the more confident
we are that the word uniquely identifies Alice’s topic interest.
The content of a conversation is represented in a similar TF-IDF weighted bag-of-words
vector, using all words that have appeared in the conversation. However, since often a
conversation contains only a handful of tweets and each tweet contains at most 140
characters, the constructed bag-of-words vector is often too sparse to be matched against
user topic profiles. As a result, we also incorporate additional topic keywords into the
vector using the TweeTopic technique (Bernstein et al., 2010) as we have done in
Chapter 4.
5.3.3 Factor 3: Tie-Strength

Tie-strength is a characterization of social relationships between people (Granovetter,
1973). Under this characterization, people in an individual’s social network can be
roughly divided into strong-ties and weak-ties. Strong-ties are families and close friends,
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with highly overlapped social circles. Weak-ties are, conversely, merely acquaintances.
Weak-ties often provide access to novel information, information not circulating among
the strong-ties.
In social streams, tie-strength of conversation participants can greatly affect the
interestingness of a conversation. A discussion of Alice’s recent trip to Japan would
likely be much more interesting to her close friends than to her mere acquaintances.
As a result, for recommending conversations to a user, we give higher priority to
conversations that happen among the strong-ties of the given user. When estimating tiestrength, we only assign non-zero tie-strength between bi-directional friends, because two
users not following each other often means that the two do not know each other in
person. For example, millions follow the user BarackObama on Twitter, but few are
followed back or can claim to have a real social relationship with him.
Our approach of estimating tie-strength is largely inspired by Gilbert et al. (2009), who
have modeled tie-strength on Facebook in a regression model. In particular we take
insight from three of their findings: 1) the existence of direct communications between
two users is the strongest factor in predicting tie-strength between the two; 2) the
frequency of such direct communications is another strong predictor; and 3) the tie
strength between two users depends on the tie-strength between the two and their mutual
friends.
We estimate tie-strength between a pair of users, Alice and Bob, using the following
procedure:
1) For Alice, we first define the communication score for her bi-directional friend Bob
as the logarithm of the number of @replies that Alice and Bob have posted between
themselves;
2) Further, if Charles, David and Edward are all the mutual bi-directional friends
between Alice and Bob, we compute the communication scores for these three
people, and refer to the average of their communication scores as the mutual friend
score for Bob.
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3) The final tie-strength score for Bob is the sum of communication score and mutual
friend score for him.
As a result, Bob would be considered a strong-tie of Alice if he frequently exchanges
@replies with Alice, or if a majority of his mutual friends with Alice (i.e. Charles, David,
Edward) frequently exchange @replies with Alice.
We have two methods to associate the tie-strength scores of users to a conversation with
several tweets. In one, we define the tie-strength score of a tweet as the tie-strength of its
author, and then sum the tie-strength scores of all tweets within a conversation. We call
this sum the total tie-strength score of the conversation. Intuitively, this score favors long
conversations involving strong-ties.
In another, we divide the total tie-strength score of a conversation by the number of
tweets in the conversation, and call the result the average tie-strength score. Note that it
is not equivalent to the average tie-strength score of all conversation participants. That is,
if Alice has tie-strength score 1 and Bob has tie-strength score 0, a conversation
containing 2 tweets from Alice and 1 tweet from Bob would have a final score 2/3 instead
of 1/2. We pick this design so that people who participate more in a conversation will be
weighted stronger in the tie-strength calculation.
5.3.4 Recommender Algorithms

From the above three factors, we construct five ranking algorithms for further
exploration. We also included a random baseline. We will therefore compare the
following six algorithms in our user study. Note that all these six ranking algorithms
operate on conversations involving the target user’s followees (refer to Figure 5.1)1.
Random: Recommend random conversations. We use this approach as a baseline for
other algorithms.
Length: Recommend conversations with the highest thread length.
1

We base the algorithms on this pool of conversations instead of utilizing Twitter’s conversation filter,
because Twitter’s filter was so aggressive that for many users it offers no or few conversations as
candidates (refer to Section 5.2 and Table 5.1 for related discussion).
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Topic: Recommend conversations with the highest topic relevance scores.
Tie: Recommend conversations with the highest average tie-strength scores.
Tie-Sum: Recommend conversations with the highest total tie-strength scores. This
approach is closely related to Facebook’s EdgeRank algorithm (Kincaid, 2010). Among
other factors, EdgeRank attaches an “affinity score” to each post, and then decides
whether to display a conversation based on the total score of all posts in the conversation.
This approach can also be viewed as a hybrid of Length and Tie, because it essentially
ranks conversations based on the product of thread length and the average tie-strength in
Tie.
Topic-Tie-Sum: Recommend conversations with the highest product of the topic
relevance score in Topic and the total tie-strength score in Tie-Sum. This approach can be
viewed as a combination of all three factors that we have proposed.
Among the algorithms above, Length, Topic and Tie each directly correspond to one of
the three factors. Performance of these algorithms would demonstrate the effectiveness of
individual factors for selecting interesting conversations.
We include Tie-Sum as the forth algorithm due to its relationship to Facebook’s
EdgeRank, and include Topic-Tie-Sum as the fifth because it combines all three factors.
We only included these five algorithms, because we do not want to burden our subjects
with too many tasks in the user study: evaluating conversations from five algorithms and
the random baseline already takes 20~30 minutes for a user in our pilot tests.
5.3.5 Preliminary Explorations

Besides the five algorithms we have formally included in our design, we have also
explored alternative algorithms through preliminary explorations. The findings of these
explorations contributed to the selection of the five algorithms we included in the end.
We explored these alternative algorithms on a convenience dataset of conversation
ratings. To compose the dataset, we recruited four active Twitter users locally from Palo
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Alto Research Center, and let them each rated 200~300 recent conversations among their
followees on a 5-point likert scale, where 1 is completely boring and 5 is the most
interesting. We then conducted regression analysis to understand how well the score
generated from each algorithm can be used to linearly predict the rating in the dataset.
Under this scheme, algorithms with higher statistical significance and larger effect size in
the regression were considered better.
First, to understand different topic modeling approaches, we explored four ways of
representing user topic profiles and content of conversations: 1) plain TF-IDF bag-ofwords (Salton et al., 1988); 2) LDA, or Latent Dirichlet allocation (Blei et al., 2003); 3)
TF-IDF bag-of-words supplemented by LDA, in a way similar to Ramage et al. (2010);
and 4) plain TF-IDF bag-of-words supplemented by TweeTopic as in Chapter 4. We
found the LDA-based representation by itself inferior to TF-IDF representation,
concurring with the findings in Ramage et al. (2010). The combination of TF-IDF and
LDA, while being superior to TF-IDF representation, was in turn found to be inferior to
the combination of TF-IDF and TweeTopic. We therefore designed the Topic algorithm
to utilize the combination of TF-IDF and TweeTopic in the end. Note that the result we
report here is merely meant to clarify our design choice; rigorous comparison of many
different topic models is beyond the scope of this work.
Meanwhile, we have also explored utilizing the social voting score we had for ranking
URLs in Chapter 4. Following the way we designed the Tie and Tie-Sum algorithm from
the tie-strength score, we implemented 1) Vote, which recommended conversations with
the highest average social voting score; and 2) Vote-Sum, which recommended
conversations with the highest total social voting score. Surprisingly, we found both Vote
and Vote-Sum ineffective: the average social voting score had no correlation at all with
the interestingness rating of the conversations, and Vote-Sum was inferior to the Length
algorithm. In informal follow-up interviews, two Twitter users who provided the ratings
explained that the social voting approach tends to favor local or topical celebrities. While
these celebrities are often influential sources of interesting URLs, they are usually outside
the users’ social circle. As a result, users often find their conversations irrelevant, and
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sometimes even incomprehensible due to lack of context. These comments led us to favor
tie-strength based algorithms in the end.

5.4 User Study
We conducted the user study online at zerozero88.com, the Twitter-based news
recommendation website that we created in Chapter 4. We recruited subjects for the study
by sending Twitter private messages to existing users of zerozero88.com. We also posted
tweets about the user study and let the information propagate through word-of-mouth on
Twitter. As such, all subjects were already Twitter users before our study. Because
completing the user study requires substantial effort, we offered two $50 Amazon
certificates as raffle prizes.
As discussed below, the whole study consists of three parts: a pre-survey, the main study,
and finally a post-survey.
5.4.1 Pre-Survey

In the pre-survey we sought direct input from the subjects for the following two purposes:
1) Evaluating key design choices of the recommender, e.g. whether the threading UI
(Figure 5.2) is appropriate;
2) Obtaining self-reports on subjects’ Twitter usage purposes and their preferences for
conversations, so as to understand the relationship between the two.
We will detail the questions and responses from the subjects when we report the results
of the pre-survey.
5.4.2 Main Study

In the main study, we collected ratings from subjects to compare the effectiveness of the
algorithms. By relating the ratings to the self-reported usage purposes in the pre-survey,
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we also examined if usage purposes quantitatively affect the performance of the
algorithms.
Subjects were asked to rate the interestingness of a list of conversations on a 5-point
Likert scale, where 1 is completely boring and 5 is the most interesting. Each of the
conversations is displayed in a widget as shown in Figure 5.2.
We compile the list of conversations for a given subject as follows: First, we collect all
conversations that the subject’s followees have participated in during the last 7 days.
Each of the 6 candidate algorithms then independently ranks this conversation collection
and recommends the top 10 according to its ranking. The 6 algorithms generate a total of
60 recommendations. We then combine these 60 recommendations into a single list in
random order. When algorithm A and B both recommend the same conversation, we only
show one copy of the conversation to the subject. The subject’s rating for the
conversation is then reflected in the evaluation for both algorithm A and B, to ensure a
fair comparison of all algorithms.
5.4.3 Post-Survey

We expect some recommended conversations to be rated as boring. One possible reason
is model inaccuracy, e.g. the tie-strength score is high but in reality the conversation is all
among weak-ties. However, subjects may still dislike a conversation even when the
model is consistent, possibly due to their personal preferences. For example, the Tie
algorithm may correctly recommend a conversation from strong-ties, but the subject then
dislikes the conversation because she cares more about topic. Therefore, in the postsurvey we asked subjects to clarify the reason for not liking a recommendation, to see
qualitatively whether their preferences affect algorithm performance.
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Figure 5.3. A screenshot of post-survey questions for a user. The questions were generated dynamically
after the user has provided feedback for recommendations.

After all conversations are rated, if any conversations generated by Length, Topic, or Tie
are rated 1, i.e., completely boring, subjects are asked to explain their ratings. In the
questions we revealed why we thought the conversation should have been interesting:
“we thought this conversation was in-depth” (for conversations from Length), “we
thought this conversation was of your topic of interest” (for conversations from Topic),
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“we thought this conversation was among your close friends” (for conversations from
Tie). We show two examples of these questions in Figure 5.3. Using these questions, we
were able to qualitatively understand how much low ratings were due to model
inaccuracy or due to other reasons, including personal preference.
We also ask subjects if they would be interested in receiving conversation
recommendations as a service, and if they have any additional comments about this
potential service.

5.5 Results
We ran the user study live for three weeks and collected results from 38 subjects. We
removed 3 subjects from the analysis because they follow fewer than 20 people and have
fewer than 100 conversations to be considered as candidates for recommendation. The
result we report is therefore based on responses from 35 subjects, who on average follow
248 people on Twitter. Below we will describe the results from the pre-survey, the main
study, and the post-survey in order.
5.5.1 Pre-Survey
User Input for Conversation Recommender Design

In the pre-survey we asked questions related to two major design choices that we have
made for the recommender: 1) displaying conversations in threads; and 2) including
conversations involving non-followees as candidates for recommendation, which are
currently completely filtered away by Twitter (refer to Table 5.1 for a reminder).
For 1), we showed Figure 5.2 to subjects and asked if they think such a threading display
would be useful for them to track Twitter conversations. Among the 35 subjects, 29
subjects thought threading would indeed be useful. Among the other 6 subjects who did
not give a positive answer, 2 subjects answered that individual @replies as in current
Twitter are just fine; 3 subjects believed threading would not help much because they
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rarely see @replies on Twitter anyway; and 1 subject answered he/she is not sure if such
display would be helpful.
For 2), we briefly explained the fact that Twitter does not show a conversation if the
conversation involves a person whom the user does not follow. We then asked subjects if
they would rather see these conversations instead. Among the 35 subjects, 8 subjects
answered a definite yes, 19 subjects said that it depends on how interesting the
conversation is. The remaining 8 subjects answered no, believing that the current filtering
in Twitter is the right design.
We believe feedback from the subjects is supportive of both of our design choices., given
that 1) a majority of subjects believed threading as useful; and 2) a majority of subjects
showed interest in conversations involving non-followees, meaning that recommenders
should consider these conversations as legitimate candidates for recommendation.
Purposes of Using Twitter

In the pre-survey, subjects were asked about their purposes of using Twitter. We
identified four potential purposes by reviewing prior research (Java et al., 2007; Zhao et
al., 2009): reading useful or fun information, sharing useful or fun information, keeping
updated with people’s lives, and chatting with people. We consider the former two
purposes as more “informational” and the latter two purposes as more “social”.
How much do you use Twitter for the following purposes?
Purpose

1

2

No

3

4

Kind of

5
A lot

Read useful or fun information

0 (0%)

1 (3%)

1 (3%)

15 (43%)

18 (51%)

Share useful or fun information

0 (0%)

3 (9%)

6 (17%)

12 (34%)

14 (40%)

Keep updated with people’s lives

7 (20%)

5 (14%)

12 (34%)

7 (20%)

4 (11%)

Chat with people

6 (17%)

7 (20%)

12 (34%)

6 (16%)

4 (11%)

Table 5.2. Different purposes of using Twitter. Subjects were asked in a survey to evaluate how strongly
they use Twitter for different purposes. The number in each cell is the number of subjects who have given
the corresponding answer to the given purpose. The highest number in each row is bolded.
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We asked subjects to identify how much they use Twitter for each of the four purposes on
a 5-point Likert scale, where 1 means “no”, 3 means “kind of”, and 5 means “a lot”. The
results are shown in Table 5.2.
An overwhelming majority of the subjects use Twitter for informational purposes. As
shown in the first two rows of Table 5.2, 34 of the 35 subjects gave 3+ points to reading
useful or fun information, and 32 of the 35 subjects gave 3+ points to sharing useful or
fun information.
The answers to the two social purposes – keeping updated with people’s lives and
chatting with people – are more varied. As shown in the last two rows of Table 5.2, some
subjects use Twitter for these purposes a lot, while some subjects do not use Twitter for
these purposes at all. The answers to the two social purposes are significantly correlated
(r = 0.53, p < .01), indicating that subjects who use Twitter to keep updated with people’s
lives tend to also use Twitter for chatting, and vice versa. We found no significant
correlation between answers to the two social purposes and answers to the two
informational purposes.
In summary, we found that most of the subjects use Twitter for informational purposes,
while social purpose usage is varied.
Grouping Subjects by Twitter Usage Purpose

To contrast the difference on social purposes, we divide subjects into two groups: The
Info-Only group consists of subjects who gave 5 points or less in total for the two social
purposes; the Info-Social group consists of subjects who gave 6 points or more in total for
the two social purposes. Intuitively, subjects in the Info-Only group use Twitter mainly
for informational purposes, while subjects in the Info-Social group use Twitter for both
informational and social purposes. Under this designation, 16 subjects belong to the InfoOnly group, and the other 19 subjects belong to the Info-Social group.
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Self-Reported Preferences of Conversations

In the pre-survey subjects were also asked to report their preferences for Twitter
conversations. We presented three statements about preferences, and asked subjects if
they agree with each of them. The three statements directly correspond to the three
factors in our algorithm design: thread length, topic relevance, and tie-strength.
Agreement with each statement is measured on a 5-point Likert scale, where 1 means
“strongly disagree”, 3 means “neutral”, and 5 means “strongly agree”. We show the
preference statements and the answers from the two subject groups in Table 5.3.
Do you agree with the following statements about your
preferences of Twitter conversations?
Preference Statement

Thread Length: “I
prefer longer and more
in-depth conversations
over short exchanges.”
Topic: “I prefer
conversations whose
topic is close to my
interest area.”
Tie-Strength: “I prefer
conversations involving
close friends or people I
know personally”

Subject
Group

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Info-Only

0 (0%)

3 (19%)

5 (31%)

6 (38%)

2 (12%)

Info-Social

0 (0%)

1 (5%)

7 (37%)

10 (53%)

1 (5%)

Info-Only

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

4 (25%)

12 (75%)

Info-Social

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (5%)

9 (47%)

9 (47%)

Info-Only

1 (6%)

4 (25%)

7 (44%)

3 (19%)

1 (6%)

Info-Social

0 (0%)

1 (5%)

4 (21%)

8 (42%)

6 (32%)

Table 5.3. Self-reported preferences of Twitter conversations. Subjects were asked in a survey to
indicate how strongly they agree to each of the preference statements. The number in each cell is the
number of subjects who have given the corresponding answer to the given preference statement. The
highest number in each row is bolded.

The two subject groups showed similar preferences regarding thread length: most
subjects gave either 3 points (neutral) or 4 points (agree) to the statement of preferring
thread length.
As for preferences regarding topic, both subject groups mostly gave either 4 points
(agree) or 5 points (strongly agree). The Info-Only gave on average 4.7 points while the
Info-Social group gave on average 4.4 points. However, this difference is only marginally
significant (T[33] = 1.79, p = .08).
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The Info-Social group seems to prefer conversations with greater tie-strength more than
the Info-Only group, since the former gave an average of 4.0 points (agree) while the
latter gave an average of 2.9 (between disagree and neutral). This difference is significant
(T[33] = 3.34, p < .01).
5.5.2 Main Study

In the main study, each of the 35 subjects rated recommendations from each of the 6
candidate algorithms. Each algorithm recommended 10 conversations. The whole dataset
therefore contains 2,100 ratings1. Each rating is on a 5-point scale, with 5 representing
the most interesting.
For the purpose of data analysis, subject group (Info-Only, Info-Social) is a betweensubject factor, while algorithm (Random, Length, Topic, Tie, Tie-Sum, Topic-Tie-Sum) is
a within-subject factor.
Our dataset is nested in nature – ratings given by a single subject are nested within each
subject and may therefore be correlated. We thus employed a Hierarchical Linear Model
(HLM) for the analysis (Bryk et al., 1992). HLM is an advanced form of linear
regression, allowing us to model the correlation among ratings nested within the same
subject. Compared to traditional ANOVA, HLM is known to provide a better fit for
nested user study data like ours (Bryk et al., 1992).
In the HLM model, subject group and algorithm are treated as fixed effects on the subject
level, while correlations among a single subject’s ratings are modeled via a covariance
structure. We perform pair-wise comparisons between algorithms using post-hoc analysis
with Tukey-Kramer adjustment of p-values (Hochberg et al., 1987).

1

Note that when two algorithms produce the same conversation we only let the user to rate once but then
duplicate the rating for both algorithms in the dataset (refer to Chapter 5.4.2 for more details). Therefore
the number of actual rating actions performed by the subjects is fewer than 2,100.
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Random, 1.90
Length, 2.30
Topic, 2.64
Tie, 2.69
Tie-Sum, 2.89
Topic-Tie-Sum, 3.08

All Subjects

Random, 1.92
Length, 2.43
Topic, 2.61
Tie, 2.30
Tie-Sum, 2.47
Topic-Tie-Sum, 2.65

Info-Only
Group

Random, 1.89
Length, 2.20
Topic, 2.67
Tie, 3.02
Tie-Sum, 3.24
Topic-Tie-Sum, 3.45

Info-Social
Group

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

Mean Interesting Rating
Figure 5.4. A comparison of recommender algorithms across subjects groups. For each algorithm, each
subject was asked to rate 10 conversations recommended from the algorithm, each on a 5-point likert scale
for its interestingness. The two subject groups were created after the study, depending on whether the user
has indicated social usage of Twitter in the pre-survey. The figure shows the mean interestingness ratings
by algorithms and by subject groups.

Overall Performance of Algorithms

The overall performance of the 6 algorithms among all 35 subjects is illustrated in the top
portion of Figure 5.4. The performance of an algorithm is measured by its mean
interestingness rating, i.e. on average how interesting subjects have rated
recommendations from that algorithm.
In the HLM model, factor algorithm has a significant effect on the interestingness ratings
(F[5,2055] = 36.69, p<.001). Post-hoc analysis showed that the mean rating of Random is
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significantly lower than the other five algorithms (p<.001). In other words, the five nonbaseline algorithms are all significantly better than the random baseline.
Among the five non-baseline algorithms, Topic-Tie-Sum performed the best overall.
Subjects gave a mean interestingness rating of 3.08 to its recommendations. Topic-TieSum has been found significantly better than all other algorithms except Tie-Sum in the
post-hoc analysis (p<.001). Tie-Sum is the second-best with a mean interestingness rating
of 2.89, though it is only significantly better than Length and Random (p<.001), and is
statistically indistinguishable from Topic and Tie.
Comparison of Algorithms between Subject Groups

There is a significant algorithm x subject group interaction effect in the HLM model
(F[5,2055] = 11.83, p<.001). In other words, algorithm performance differs significantly
between the two subject groups.
Compared between the two subject groups, the three algorithms that utilized tie-strength
(Tie, Tie-Sum and Topic-Tie-Sum) have performed significantly better for the Info-Social
group than for the Info-Only group:
• The mean rating of Tie is 3.02 for Info-Social vs. 2.30 for Info-Only (p < .05);
• The mean rating of Tie-Sum is 3.24 for Info-Social vs. 2.47 for Info-Only (p < .05);
• The mean rating for Topic-Tie-Sum is 3.45 for Info-Social vs. 2.65 for Info-Only (p < .05).

The performance of the other three algorithms, Random, Length and Topic, is statistically
indistinguishable between the two groups.
We show the performance of algorithms for the two subject groups in the middle and
bottom portion of Figure 5.4. As shown in the middle portion of Figure 5.4, due to the
degraded effectiveness of tie-strength for the Info-Only group, the differences between
the five non-baseline algorithms were small. In fact, the differences were so small that
these five algorithms were found to be statistically indistinguishable for the Info-Only
group.
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5.5.3 Post-Survey

In the post-survey we gathered comments from subjects on low-rated conversations
recommended by Length, Topic, Tie. We analyzed the comments to qualitatively
understand whether these low ratings were due to model inaccuracy or due to other
reasons, including personal preference.
We also asked subjects if they would be interested in receiving conversation
recommendations as a service, and if they have any additional comment for this potential
service.
Why Are Recommendations from the Length Algorithm Boring?

A majority of comments acknowledged that conversations recommended by the Length
algorithm were more in-depth, and attributed the low ratings to other reasons.
One such reason is lack of topic relevance: “It's a detailed conversation about a topic I
don't care about at all. I could care less about the details of StarCraft patches.” “What the
hell is Ithaca brute? I don't care.” “This was a long conversation about a topic in which I
have little interest.”
Another reason is lack of social relationship: “I hardly know the people involved…” “I
don't know any of these people personally, and only follow @[username].”
Several comments even indicated that thread length is actually an undesirable feature
when other desirable features are absent: “Too long for the lack of thought represented in
the conversation.” “Yeah, is in-depth about crap. However, this is valuable in that I can
skip the whole thread as one uninteresting blob - i LIKE that!!”
Why Are Recommendations from the Topic Algorithm Boring?

For recommendations from the Topic algorithm, a number of comments suggested
inaccuracy of our topic modeling. In other words, what the algorithm presented as
topically relevant was not really relevant: “I'm not interested in the subject of the video
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and I don't use .wmv.” “It is a very personal conversation that is not related to anything
that I am interested in. It is very tech-support related.” “Not interested in Formula one or
why [username] is finally getting selective about what they tweet.”
Several comments acknowledged topic relevance and explained low ratings by lack of
substance: “The topic was interesting (state fair), but there was no content. ‘Excited!’
Tons of that junk on twitter.” “The original tweet is interesting; the following
conversation is not. and there is no answer to the important question in the second tweet!”
Why Are Recommendations from the Tie Algorithm Boring?

For recommendations from the Tie algorithm, only one comment suggested that the
people involved were not close friends: “These are not among my close friends. Cell
phone stats do not interest me.”
The rest of the comments largely attribute the low ratings to lack of relevance or
substance: “Lack of useful content” “Idle chit-chat and not very interesting.” “It is just
small talk between two people and pointless/not relevant to me.”
User Comments on Conversation Recommendation

At the end of the study, 32 of the 35 subjects indicated that they are interested in getting
conversation recommendations as a new service on zerozero88.com. The other 3 subjects
rejected conversation recommendations, 2 of which have given explanations: “I don't
think I want to see the conversations. I like the brief 140 characters and that is enough for
me.” “In most cases, I was interested in the original tweet, but the follow-up conversation
was not relevant to me. In fact, a lot of my followers often RT [retweet] part of a
conversation if it becomes relevant to a broader audience, so the best parts of
conversations seem to be coming into my stream already.”
Several subjects summarized their experiences with the recommendations and explicitly
explained their preferences for conversations: “Any conversation over 10 tweets or so is
just a big space-waster unless it involves people that I really care about (i.e. people that I
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would hang out with and talk about stupid stuff with) or topics that I really care about
(i.e. topics that are so interesting that I want to hear all I can about them).” “It seemed
that the recommendations placed more emphasis on network rather than content. Many of
the conversations I disliked came from people in my network who were complaining
about some new phone or another product I don't care about.”
5.5.4 Summary of Results
Usage Purpose and Preferences of Conversations

We found a large variation of social purpose usage among our subjects: some subjects
use Twitter for social purposes a lot, while other subjects have little social purpose usage
(Table 5.2). In contrast, most subjects reported high informational usage of Twitter.
We found a link between the variation in social purpose usage and the reported
preferences of conversations: subjects of high social purpose usage reported a high
preference for tie-strength, while subjects of low social purpose usage reported a
significantly weaker preference for tie-strength (Table 5.3).
Algorithm Performance and Comparison

Overall the five non-baseline algorithms performed significantly better than the random
baseline. The most sophisticated algorithm, Topic-Tie-Sum, performed the best (top
portion of Figure 5.4).
The variation of social purpose usage among subjects greatly affected algorithm
performance: algorithms utilizing tie-strength performed significantly better for subjects
of high social purpose than for subjects of low social purpose in Twitter usage. Due to
ineffectiveness of tie-strength, for subjects of low social purpose usage, the best
algorithm only improved on average 0.73 on the 5-point scale rating over the random
baseline (middle portion of Figure 5.4), and the five non-baseline algorithms were
statistically indistinguishable from each other. In contrast, for subjects of high social
purpose usage, the best algorithm was able to improve on average 1.56 on the rating over
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the random baseline, and the interestingness rating differences among algorithms were
larger than the overall subject population (bottom portion of Figure 5.4).

5.6 Discussion
5.6.1 Purpose, Preference, Performance, Personalization

At a high level, we have demonstrated in this work that the variation in purpose among
users matters for conversation recommender design. More concretely, while several of
our algorithms performed well for people of high social purpose usage (much thanks to
the tie-strength factor), the same algorithms performed poorly for people of low social
purpose usage.
This result has a straightforward explanation. Because some people do not use Twitter for
social purpose as much, they do not have a strong preference on conversations involving
strong-ties. Therefore, algorithms that assume high importance for tie-strength would
perform poorly for these people, because the assumption of the algorithms is invalid.
There is also a less obvious alternative explanation. That is, because these people use
Twitter mainly for informational purpose and not for social purpose, their Twitter social
network is more focused toward weak-ties and strangers. After all, when the purpose is
purely information gathering, whether the source is a friend or not is less relevant. As a
result, for these people, tie-strength based algorithms may fail simply because there are
not many real strong-ties to begin with. One subject in the post-survey hinted directly at
this possibility: “The biggest issue is that the signal/noise ratio is incredibly low. It'll be
hard to pick out a conversation I'm actually interested in. As you probably know, this is a
fundamental problem: most of my Twitter followees are not personal friends, and most of
my personal friends don't converse much. So there's not a lot of signal to begin with.”
Fortunately, both explanations lead to the same design implication: more personalization.
More specifically, while the Topic-Tie-Sum algorithm may already be good enough for
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people of high social purpose usage, something different should be designed for people of
low social purpose usage.
In retrospect, for people who view Twitter mainly as a medium for information gathering,
a better design may have been ranking by thread length and topic, but not by tie-strength.
Further, the recommender may benefit from considering all public conversations as
candidates, instead of only considering conversations involving followees. By
considering all conversations, the recommender can pick the longest topically relevant
conversations from, say, all the 500,000 recent conversations on Twitter, instead of
limiting itself on the 500 recent conversations in a user’s local social network. Related to
this argument, one subject has suggested in the post-survey “finding conversations not
only around me but around hashtags or search keywords”.
5.6.2 Limitation and Generalization

Our result is limited by our small subject population. One concern comes from the fact
that most subjects reported high informational usage of Twitter. This bias may be because
many subjects are recruited from our news recommender zerozero88.com, and thus hold a
prior interest in informational usage. Alternatively, Naaman et al. (2010) has found that
information sharing on Twitter is correlated with high conversation activities, so perhaps
people interested in a conversation recommender are likely also interested in
informational usage of Twitter anyway. Further research is needed to distinguish the two
possibilities.
Researchers trying to generalize our results beyond Twitter should also note that certain
designs of the recommender, such as our way to estimate tie-strength in algorithms, were
made particularly for Twitter and may therefore need adaption for other platforms.
Moreover, as the tie-strength estimate depends solely on online interactions, it cannot
always reflect true offline relationships. Such potential online vs. offline mismatch is a
general limitation of these estimates (Gilbert et al., 2009).
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The effect of usage purpose on preference and algorithm performance in our study is
likely present in information filtering and recommendation for social streams in general.
Many social stream platforms, including Facebook, Twitter, Yammer and Google Buzz,
are used for information gathering and social awareness in varying degrees. For
predicting the interestingness of a piece of information, topic relevance is likely effective
whenever the user cares about information gathering, and tie-strength is likely effective
whenever the user cares about social awareness. In light of this argument, the emphasis
on social relationship in Facebook’s EdgeRank is justified, as Facebook is known to
support social awareness more than other purposes (Joinson, 2008). Further improvement
may be possible if Facebook can identify subgroups of users who also care about
information gathering and incorporate topic relevance into the formula.
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Chapter 6: Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we summarize the contributions of this thesis. We then discuss possible
future directions in a broader context.

6.1 Thesis Contribution
In this thesis we have studied three recommendation problems on social network sites:
people recommendation, information recommendation, and conversation
recommendation.
We described our study of people recommendation in Chapter 3. We demonstrated how
existing recommendation techniques used in other domains can be applied to a new
problem – recommending people in Beehive, an IBM internal social networking site.
Through two user studies involving more than 3,000 people in total, we showed how
recommender algorithms can convince people to make new connections on an enterprise
social network site. We have identified differing strengths of the algorithms: algorithms
utilizing content similarity were better at finding new potential friends, while algorithms
utilizing social relationships were better at finding known offline contacts. In addition,
the extensive qualitative feedback we collected in the user studies also revealed how
users of enterprise social network sites expand their online network and what their
common concerns are. Conducted in 2008, our work was an early exploration of people
recommendation on social network sites, and was the first one that featured a large user
study in an enterprise setting.
We described our study of information recommendation in Chapter 4. We chose Twitter
as our target platform, and picked the URL as the medium of information to recommend.
We explored the design space of information recommendation algorithms along three
design dimensions. We formulated the algorithms by adapting existing techniques and
creating new ones. Among techniques we used in the algorithms, the followee-profile
technique (for generating user content profiles from their followees) and the social voting
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technique (for using the social network to find promising information sources) were
novel for their usage of social cues in social network sites. Through an online user study
in an organic setting, we collected feedback from real Twitter users and evaluated the 12
algorithms within our design space. We found that social voting, despite its simplicity,
was more powerful than reasonably sophisticated topic relevance techniques. From
qualitative interviews we also revealed the contrast and potential tension between
relevance vs. serendipity for our recommender design. Conducted in 2009, our work was
conducted during the period when Twitter and social streams were gaining mass
popularity, and was the first recommender system research that featured an online user
study on Twitter or other social stream services.
We described our study of conversation recommendation in Chapter 5. As a follow-up of
Chapter 4, we kept Twitter as our target platform. We aimed to recommend interesting
Twitter conversations to read, because conversations have been identified as an important
type of activities on Twitter and social streams in general (Java et al., 2007; Naaman et
al., 2010). We created five algorithms from three algorithm factors for the conversation
recommender, where the three factors are thread length, topic relevance, and tie-strength.
We then conducted an online user study that includes both qualitative surveys and
quantitative ratings of recommendation results. We found that people who use Twitter
more for social purposes have higher preference for conversations involving their close
friends. This higher preference translated into algorithm performance as well: Tiestrength based algorithms performed much better for users who use Twitter for social
purposes than for users who do not. Our work therefore not only contributes to
conversation recommendation on social stream services, but also demonstrated how
usage purpose affects recommender performance on social streams.
Besides the three recommendation problems themselves, the common research
methodology through which we approach these problems may also be useful for future
research (refer to Section 1.1 and Figure 1.1 for the methodology).
The purpose of each step in the methodology is as follows: First, our focus on prior
analytical research in problem formulation ensures that the problems we study originate
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from real user needs and have concrete usage scenarios. Second, the review of existing
recommender systems and intelligent user interface research ensures that we cover a
variety of promising algorithms for the problem we choose to tackle. Third, when
developing the algorithm and the user interface, the preliminary evaluations allow us to
validate candidate algorithms, refine early designs, and gain qualitative insights with low
costs. Finally, rigorous online user studies with real users of the social platform allow us
to evaluate algorithms in realistic settings, and more importantly, generate richer design
insights beyond simple comparison of accuracy metrics (McNee et al., 2006).
Overall, we believe this research methodology can be particularly useful for
recommender system and intelligent UI researchers who aim for not only useful new
systems but also rigorous evaluations and broader design implications.

6.2 Broader Contexts and Future Directions
6.2.1 Further Improving Recommenders

In recent years, recommenders and intelligent filters have been widely deployed in social
network sites as solutions to information overload. Besides onsite recommendation and
filtering services on popular social network sites (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn),
many third-party websites (e.g. my6sense.com) also exist to provide recommendation and
filtering services on top of existing social network sites. As we argued in Chapter 1, these
services can be highly desirable to users as these services are personalized and effortless
– the items to be selected by the algorithms are always personalized to individual users,
and the users need little skill or effort to obtain the benefit.
In academic research, while recommendation and filtering algorithms often show
encouraging results on social network sites, these algorithms are still far from perfect. For
example, as in Figure 4.4, the most successful information recommender in our study
finds interesting results 72% of the time. While 72% is twice of the 33% baseline, the
38% of useless recommendations is still substantial. As another example, Ramage et al.
(2010) performed a study of message filtering on Twitter, and showed that their best
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topic model can achieve a mean precision of 62% in message filtering, while the random
baseline can achieve 54%. As a third example, Paek et al. (2010) compared several
models on support vector machines for Facebook message classification, and showed that
while the baseline accuracy is 51%, their best model can achieve an accuracy of 70%,
with 38% relative reduction in error rate. Paek et al. went forward to suggest that none of
their current models are accurate enough to perform automatic filtering of Facebook
messages.
We speculate that the diversity of preference and context in usage of social network sites
is an important reason behind the above results. As we summarized in Section 5.6, people
use social network sites for different purposes, have different preferences, and therefore
react to the same algorithms differently. One algorithm, based on one design principle,
may therefore perform better for users who fit the principle, and worse for users who do
not. Therefore, when we aggregate all users and apply a single model or algorithm, we
cannot achieve optimal performance due to the inherent diversity in the usage.
So how can we do better? One promising approach is meta-level personalization through
personalized choice of algorithms. That is, we may develop several algorithms according
to different principles, inferring which user fits which algorithm, and incorporating the
algorithms depending on the inference. As a concrete example, for the conversation
recommendation task in Chapter 5, we have learned that conversations from close friends
may fit better for social purposes, and speculated that topically relevant conversations
from the general public may fit better for information purposes. Therefore, we can
implement one recommender for social purpose and another recommender for
informational purpose, infer whether each user is more social minded or informational
minded from prior activities, and incorporate the two recommenders depending on the
result of the inference.
Another promising approach is integrating direct user interactions. That is, instead of
relying on inference, we leverage direct user interactions to guide the recommendation at
runtime. The interaction could be a simple indication of preference. For instance, in the
above conversation recommender example, instead of inferring whether a user is social
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minded or informational minded, we can simply ask the user to indicate their preference
to the system, and provide recommendations accordingly. Alternatively, we can provide
more freedom to users by introducing more involved interactions. Using the same
conversation recommender example, we can display social relationships and topics in a
browsing interface, and provide conversation recommendations separately for each
relationship-topic combination. In this way, users can themselves browse conversations
from close friends or browse topically relevant conversations from strangers as they like.
The pros and cons of these two approaches can be understood in light of the famous
series of debates of intelligent agents vs. direct manipulation between Pattie Maes and
Ben Shneiderman (Shneiderman et al., 1997). Maes argued for intelligent agents that can
“make suggestions to us”, because “computer environments are becoming more and more
complex”; while Shneiderman argued for direct manipulation, citing promoting rapid
learning and supporting exploratory usage as its benefits.
In context of these debates, the recommenders in this thesis can be viewed as intelligent
agents. The approach of meta-level personalization is therefore arguing for making the
agent more intelligent by inferring each user’s need and incorporating different
algorithms to fit different user needs. In this way, recommenders may be further
improved without any change on the frontend user interface and without requiring any
additional effort from users. This approach faces two potential challenges: 1) the
inference on individual users may require too much behavior and/or feedback data
specific to each user. For instance, in the conversation recommender we have proposed
inferring whether a user is information minded or social minded from their prior usage of
social network sites. If we have insufficient usage data for a given user, the recommender
may suffer for that user due to poor inference results. 2) Incorporating different
algorithms according to the inference may be difficult. For instance, if we know a user is
80% informational and 20% social, how should we incorporate the two different
recommenders we have implemented? Would a simple composition of their results be
enough, or would an integrated hybrid algorithm be required? We now face the task of
creating a hybrid recommender from several base algorithms (Burke, 2007), and the
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correct solution is likely different from situation to situation, similar to the case of
ensemble methods in machine learning (Rokach, 2010).
The approach of direct user interaction can be viewed as a combination of intelligent
agents and direct manipulation. In this way, instead of developing complicated
algorithms to infer user preference, we give users the ability to choose themselves the
recommendations that fit their preferences. This approach has its own two challenges as
well: 1) the direct user interactions usually require more skill and effort from users. For
instance, in the conversation recommender example, we have proposed a browsing
interface that allows browsing of recommendations according to social relationships and
topics. While this approach offers great freedom, an inexperienced user may first have a
hard time understanding the user interface, or browse to a section that she is not
interested in, such as off-topic conversations from strangers. 2) A naïve representation of
algorithm elements may be inappropriate for users to interact with. For instance, in the
above browsing interface we proposed, we may find that a user has too many friends to
be displayed on the user interface, and the topic keywords in the algorithm model may be
incomprehensible for average users. Therefore, we will then have to design additional
algorithms to filter or group friends in the user interface, and algorithms to convert or
organize topic keywords into a more readable form. These extra steps not only require
more effort from designers, but also make the interaction less effective, as users are no
longer interacting with algorithms directly but instead through approximations.
In summary, we have proposed meta-level personalization and direct user interaction as
two future directions for recommenders on social network sites, due to the diversity of
preference and context in the usage of social network sites. As discussed above, both
approaches have their pros and cons, so it may be fruitful to explore how these
approaches can be applied for different problems and platforms.
6.2.2 Platform Dependency and Generalization

In this thesis we have studied recommender design for three problems, each on one
specific platform (i.e. Beehive for Chapter 3, Twitter for Chapter 4 and 5). Other
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recommender systems on social network sites in research are usually designed for
specific platforms as well, such as Facebook for Paek et al. (2010). So one question is:
Can we generalize the research findings beyond the platform of the original study?
This question is meaningful due to the value of such generalizations. There are numerous
social network sites available worldwide, and at least hundreds of them have a substantial
following according to Wikipedia1. It is therefore highly unlikely to conduct research on
each of these sites separately, making generalization a necessity. Further, popular social
network sites such as Facebook and Twitter often modify their features and user
interfaces frequently, sometimes introducing major new features or redesigns. As a result,
even if we care only about the most popular platforms, we still face another kind of
platform dependency and generalization problem: Can we apply our research findings for
Facebook in 2006 to Facebook in 2011, during which time the site has gone through
major changes in its feature sets and demographics?
Generalization of recommender research across different social network sites can face
two challenges. The first challenge is the availability and utility of data for algorithms,
which can take two forms. (a) In the simpler form, certain data on one platform may
simply be unavailable for another platform. For instance, on Twitter we can easily collect
data of the extensive social network around a user, while on Facebook only data of
immediate friends can be collected due to privacy constraints. It would therefore be
impossible for us to directly move the information recommender in Chapter 4 from
Twitter to Facebook, as the recommender took advantage of the extensive social network.
(b) The same data may be available across platforms, but with different meanings. For
instance, on Facebook, social relationships (friends) happen only between acquaintances.
In contrast, on Twitter social relationships (followers and followees) may sometimes
simply indicate interests in similar topics. As a result, while on Facebook a high number
of mutual friends may be a good indicator for finding people that the user already knows
offline, on Twitter a high number of mutual followers or followees may not work as well

1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_social_networking_websites
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as an indicator. In general, as two social network sites rarely have exactly the same
features, careful examinations are usually required for algorithm adaptations.
The second challenge is that the reaction of users to similar algorithms may differ across
platforms. Two common reasons are given here: (a) Users of different platforms may
have different purposes and motivations. For instance, on Beehive, a common motivation
among active users is professional socializing within IBM. Many users are therefore open
to connect with strangers, as these strangers may later become business contacts within
IBM. In contrast, Facebook is much more focused on maintaining personal relationships.
As a result, the people recommendation algorithms we have in Chapter 3 are likely to
perform much less favorably if they were implemented on Facebook. (b) Different
platforms may have different norms and atmospheres encouraging or discouraging certain
activities. For instance, Twitter is known for its casual atmosphere. As a result, to
encourage socializing among users, we may implement a recommender to suggest people
and topics for initiating casual conversations. In contrast, LinkedIn is known for its
serious and professional atmosphere. As a result, a similar recommender for casual
conversations may fail on LinkedIn due to the reluctance to initiate a casual conversation
on a professional platform, even though a majority of users are likely interested in
socializing.
We propose two ways for making research findings easier to generalize. One way is what
we have done in this thesis: collecting extensive qualitative feedback, understanding
characteristics of platforms, and studying related problems across platforms. Collecting
qualitative feedback is important for knowing the meaning of different activities on a
platform and how users of one platform may react to certain recommender designs.
Understanding the characteristics of the platform is based on qualitative feedback, and
allows us to tell how likely a research finding can be generalized, and which finding may
need adaption. Finally, studying related problems across platforms allows us to make
explicit comparisons of recommenders across platforms. If one particular finding is
shared across two similar platforms, we can be more confident generalizing the finding to
a third platform.
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The second way is considering relevant theories when designing algorithms and
interpreting results. The advantage of applying theories is that while the concrete
algorithms may be largely different across platforms, higher level theoretical findings
may still be applicable to another platform with a different operationalization (Kraut et al.,
2011). For instance, the tie-strength based algorithms in Chapter 5 were inspired by
Gilbert et al. (2009), and even though the platform and the data were different between
the two studies (Twitter vs. Facebook), we were still confident about applying the result
from Gilbert et al., due to the theory of social ties that govern both platforms.
In summary, we have discussed issues related to platform dependency, and made two
suggestions to make research findings of recommender systems easier to generalize
across social network platforms in the future. One research vision we have is to conduct
research strategically for better generalization, so that in the future we can create a
systematic collections of guidelines for designing recommenders on social network sites.
In an ideal world, these guidelines would allow us to create promising recommender
designs and predict user reactions for a new social network site, without trial-and-error or
conducting extensive user studies.
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